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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Worldwide trends in the development of photovoltaic (PV) systems are under continuous research to 
improve the output performance and efficiency of the system components.  It is envisioned that South 
Africa will follow this trend mainly set by Europe and Asia [1].  From 2009 to 2010 there was a growth 
of approximately 100% in the deployment of PV systems in International Energy Agency recognized 
counties [1], with the majority of the growth being due to grid-tie PV systems [2]. 
Recently a large amount of interest has been focussed on renewables for embedded generation through 
the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Programme (REIPPP).  A 631.5 megawatt peak of 
PV projects has recently been approved [3] and 42% of the generating capacity of the nation is targeted to 
come from renewables by 2020 [4].    
Prices of both PV modules and balance of system (BOS) components are decreasing, contributing to the 
increased deployment and interest in PV systems.  In South Africa, recent developments in the electricity 
regulatory environment and the inclusion of small, kW-scale, PV systems in the framework has led to an 
increased interest in grid tie PV systems to reduce electricity bills.  In applications where uninterrupted 
power is needed and in areas where the grid is not accessible, a PV system with battery storage may 
provide a solution for the energy demand. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
In South Africa, grid reliability issues are not yet fully mitigated by employing grid-tied systems without 
battery storage due to the need for back-up power during load shedding.  The research base on the 
performance of various types of grid-integrated systems is inadequate in South Africa.  Therefore, there is 
need to carry out investigations on the performance, monitoring and degradation of the various grid-
integrated systems. 
PV system performance is sensitive to many parameters.  Planning, deploying and optimizing a PV 
system with and without battery storage require a thorough understanding of the environmental 
conditions, PV technology and BOS device technology. 
Deploying grid tie PV systems onto the national grid does not provide a constant power source.  An 
understanding of how the power produced fluctuates is required so that grid demands and expected 
energy yields from the PV systems may be balanced with the existing and future power sources. 
1.3 Objectives of the study 
The main objective of this study was to investigate the performance of grid integrated PV systems.  A 
data acquisition (DAQ) system was developed to monitor the performance of an existing grid integrated 
PV system with battery storage.  This system is referred to as a grid assisted PV system.  A data logger 
was used together with the inverters built in data logger to monitor environmental and electrical data on a 
grid tie PV system which was deployed during this study.  To investigate the performance of these grid 
integrated PV systems PV and BOS device characterization was performed.  This was achieved by using 
current voltage curve tracers and the DAQ system developed.  Energy yield estimations were calculated 
referring to the literature review and a meteorological reference for comparison with measured energy 
yields from the grid tie PV system. 
These objectives are listed below: 
 Perform PV and BOS characterization. 
 Construct a kW-Scale PV system. 
 Build a DAQ system for PV system monitoring. 
 Perform PV system monitoring on grid integrated PV systems. 
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 Investigate PV module and BOS device performance. 
 Compare grid tie energy yields with theoretical predictions. 
 Investigate the MPPT performance of the grid assist PV system.  
The main expected outcome of the study is the comprehensive understanding of the PV systems, the 
energy flows between system components and the integration of grid assist and grid tied PV systems onto 
the utility grid. 
1.4 Scope of the study 
The performance of the PV array in the grid assist PV system is dependent on the maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) algorithm performed by the charge controller on the PV array.  Two algorithms were 
identified for further study on the control algorithms.  This MPPT performance study was done under 
high and stable, high and fluctuating and low and fluctuating irradiance conditions.  Temperature of the 
PV array was monitored and used to eliminate the effects of temperature on the performance during this 
study. 
BOS devices were characterized and investigations on the performance of these devices show how 
inefficiencies occur within a PV system due to the sizing of BOS devices.  PV array performance was 
investigated during battery charging routines to determine the impact of these charging routines on the 
performance of the PV array. 
The monthly performance of a grid tie PV system was determined.  Monitoring the performance and 
environmental conditions of the grid tie system showed monthly energy fluctuation and efficiency 
fluctuation.   Furthermore, shading added to the energy and efficiency fluctuation of the grid tie system.  
The effect of the shading on the performance was measured and quantified.  A system efficiency profile 
was measured as a function of irradiance.   The literature review is used to determine a possible specific 
yield from the grid tie system.  Solar radiation and ambient temperature data from Meteonorm is used to 
assist the prediction.  This prediction is used to compare the measured specific yield with the possible 
specific yield determined. 
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Chapter 2  
Literature Review and Theory for 
Photovoltaic systems 
In this study there are two photovoltaic (PV) systems investigated.  The two systems are a grid 
assisted PV system and a grid tie PV system.  Grid assisted systems have battery storage but are not 
completely autonomous and are supported by the grid.  Grid assisted systems are also sometimes 
referred to as grid supported systems.  Grid tie systems are directly coupled to the grid to which they 
supply energy.  Both systems are comprised of PV modules together with balance of system (BOS) 
components.  In a grid assisted system BOS components usually include battery storage, a charge 
controller (CC) and an inverter.  In a grid tie system the BOS components are grid tie inverters.  Many 
factors need to be taken into consideration when designing one of these systems.  These include PV 
array sizing for the load demand, available solar resource and BOS performance.  Once the array 
sizing has been calculated, a CC and battery storage may be selected for the grid assist PV system or a 
grid tie inverter may be selected in the case of a grid tie PV system.  The CCs available vary in price 
and functionality.  Better quality CCs provide adequate battery maintenance for battery charging and 
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) for the PV array.  Grid tie inverters also offer MPPT.  
Battery storage sizing is dependent on the load to which power is delivered and the desired autonomy.  
Batteries in a grid assisted system provide power to essential equipment and power is not lost during 
grid failure.   In the application of a stand-alone PV system they store energy from a PV array during 
the day and maintain a load for the designed autonomy.  An inverter is also required in the grid 
assisted system to power 230V, 50Hz AC electronic equipment.  Inverters used in a grid assisted 
system are bi-directional for battery charging.   
2.1 Solar Resource 
There is a great potential for photovoltaic (PV) applications as a result of the vast solar radiation 
resource in South Africa.  In Port Elizabeth at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University we 
receive an average yearly global horizontal radiation of 1835 kWh/m
2
 [1].  This resource fluctuates 
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daily due to the rotation of the earth around the sun.  Figure 2.1 shows the position and path of the sun 
from a co-ordinate position on earth.   
 
Figure 2.1 Spherical bodies representing earth and the sun and the elliptical plane and the summer 
and winter solstices are for the southern hemisphere. 
A peak sun hour (PSH) is commonly used in energy calculations.  A PSH is equal to the length of an 
equivalent day with constant irradiance equal to 1000W/m
2 
[2]. This gives a measure of the amount of 
energy from the sun incident on the surface of the earth per square meter.  Solar radiation at the 
surface of the earth consists of a few components.  They are direct radiation which comes directly 
from the sun in a straight line, diffuse radiation which is radiation from scattered light from the 
remainder of the sky and albedo which is radiation reflected from the ground [3].  Solar radiation 
consists of photons of different energies [3].  The semiconductor materials used to harness the 
radiation into usable electricy need to be engineered to capture the spectral composition of the sun.  In 
this study the direct and diffuse radiation (plane-of-array (POA) irradiation) for each array was 
measured using Kipp and Zonen CMP3 pyranometers. 
2.2 Photovoltaic Cells and Modules 
There are a number of materials used in fabricating a PV cell.  Common materials available are 
Silicon (Si), Cadmium telluride (Cd-Te), Copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and Gallium 
arsenide (GaAs).  Crystalline silicon (c-Si) PV modules are used in the grid assisted system and multi-
crystalline silicon (m-Si) PV modules are used in the grid tie system.  The band gap of the 
semiconductor dictates how well a solar cell is coupled with the solar spectrum as only photons with 
energy larger than the band gap energy will contribute to the formation of electron hole pairs. These 
electron hole pairs are formed in the p-n junction of the PV cell when illuminated.  During the 
manufacturing process of a silicon PV cell, a p-n junction is formed.  This p-n junction is formed 
when uniformly doped p-type semiconductor material (i.e. Boron) is joined with uniformly doped n-
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type material (i.e. Phosphorus).  When photons hit the surface of the PV cell they may be absorbed, 
reflected or transmitted.  Photons which are absorbed transfer energy to electrons in the valence band.  
Absorbed photons with large enough energy may move electrons from the valence band to the 
conduction band and may contribute to conduction, considering that some electron hole pairs may 
recombine before conduction takes place.  There are two mechanisms which an electron may move 
from the valence band into a free site in the conduction band to create an electron hole pair.  Figure 
2.2 shows the energy momentum diagrams of a direct and indirect band gap. 
 
Figure 2.2 On the left is the energy vs. momentum for a direct band gap in a semiconductor and on 
the right is the energy vs. momentum diagram for an indirect bad gap in a semiconductor.  
The first mechanism can be found in direct band gap devices where band to band transitions occur [4].  
For a band to band transition to occur the energy of the electron in the valance band plus the incident 
photon energy must be equal to the energy of a free site in the conduction band to create an electron 
hole pair.  The second mechanism occurs in indirect band gaps where a phonon assists the electron in 
moving into a free site to create an electron hole pair [4].  Energy and momentum of the electron and 
phonon is equal to that of the energy and momentum of a free site in the conduction band and allows 
for an electron hole pair formation.  The induced potential difference caused by the separation of 
charge carriers across the p-n junction drive the electrons through an external circuit constituting a 
current [5].  This process is shown below in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Silicon PV cell illuminated under a load. 
The electrical behaviour of a silicon PV cell can be expressed using the one diode equivalent circuit 
model equation [5]: 
       {   (
     
  
)   }  
     
   
 (1) 
 
where I is the current output from the PV cell, IL is the photo generated current, I0 is the saturation 
current, V is the potential across the the cell, V+IRs is the potential produced by the cell, RS is the 
series resistance of the cell, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the operating temperature of the cell and 
RSH is the shunt resistance of the cell.   
The silicon PV cells are connected in series and the sum of the individual PV voltages in the series 
connected string will determine the PV module voltage [3].  Identical series strings are connected in 
parallel with a bypass diode and the number of parallel connected strings determines the PV module 
current [3].   
∑     
 
   , ∑     
 
    (2) 
 
where n is the number of PV cells connected in series, Vi is the voltage of the i
th
 PV cell, V is the 
voltage of the series connected string, m is the number of parallel connected series strings, Ij is the j
th
 
parallel connected series string and I is current produced by the parallel connected strings.  During the 
manufacturing process, PV cells with identical I-V characteristics are used to build a PV module.  
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This is done because PV cells in modules exposed to uniform illumination without identical 
characteristics will suffer mismatch [3].  Non–uniform illumination may also occur because of 
shading.  PV modules have bypass diodes installed to prevent mismatch.  This is shown in Figure 2.4 
below. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4  Equivalent circuit of a string in a PV module with a bypass diode installed. 
These bypass diodes are used to prevent mismatch suffered in PV modules exposed to non-uniform 
illumination.  PV modules without bypass diodes which are exposed to non-uniform illumination   
suffer mismatch.  The illuminated cells in the PV module string provide power to the shaded cells 
without bypass diodes installed because the cell essentially becomes a resistor in the circuit.  The cells 
are maintained at operational voltage by a bypass diode to prevent them from reverse biasing and 
dissipating energy, also creating a hot spot which may damage a PV module permanently over time 
[3].  
The configuration of PV cell strings in the PV module is encapsulated with an adhesive known as the 
ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) and glass with an anti-reflective coating is placed on the front.  PV 
modules commonly use a tedlar backing.  The output connections are housed in a junction box where 
the bypass diodes are placed into the string configuration.  Figure 2.5 shows an example of the layers 
in a basic silicon PV module.   
 
Figure 2.5  Layers of a basic silicon PV module. 
N 
Cells 
Bypass 
Diode 
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The ISC produced by a PV module is directly proportional to the POA irradiance and the VOC has a 
logarithmic relationship with irradiance [6].  As the POA irradiance increases so do both the current 
and voltage, hence increasing power production.  Important electrical behaviour of a PV module, such 
as open circuit voltage, VOC and short circuit current, ISC under uniform illumination is given by 
equations (3) and (4) [3]. 
     
  
 
  [
  
  
  ] (3) 
 
     (   )     
 
(4) 
 
n is the diode ideality factor, k is Boltzmann’s constant, q is the charge on an electron, Io is the 
saturation current and IL is the photocurrent.  The maximum power that may be converted is found at 
the maximum power point (MPP) of a PV module under uniform illumination.  The fill factor 
describes the “squareness” of the Current-Voltage (I-V) characteristic curve and is determined by the 
ratio of the maximum current, IMPP and maximum voltage, VMPP to the ISC and VOC given by equation 
(5) [3]: 
   
        
      
 
 
(5) 
 
Figure 2.6 shows the I-V characteristic curves of the PV modules used in these studies at standard 
testing conditions (STC).  The performance, thermal and module technology specifications can be 
found in appendix B. 
 
Figure 2.6  I-V curve of a PV module used in the grid assisted and grid tie PV systems. 
MPP 
MPP 
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The temperatures at which PV modules operate at will have critical influence on the electrical 
performance.  As a PV module increases in temperature the current produced increases and the 
voltage decreases.  As the voltage coefficients for temperature are typically one order larger than the 
current coefficients for temperature, the output power of the PV module is reduced [6].  The extent to 
which temperature influences the electrical performance is provided with the PV modules under 
nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) test conditions.     
Manufacturers of PV modules normally provide electrical and thermal characteristics with PV 
modules [3].  The electrical performance characteristic measurements are done under the following 
conditions: 
 Irradiance  1000 W/m
2
 
 Spectrum  AM 1.5 
 Normal incidence   
 Cell temperature  25 
0
C 
And this is known as the STC for conventional PV modules.  Electrical performance of a 
semiconductor is sensitive to the operating temperature.  The thermal coefficients of a PV module are 
done at NOCT testing conditions which are: 
 Irradiance  800 W/m
2
 
 Spectrum  AM 1.5 
 Normal incidence   
 Ambient temperature  20 
0
C 
 Wind speed  1 m/s 
Where AM is air mass and 1.5 refers to the effective number of atmospheres. 
Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 show simulated I-V curves and P-V curves for a 3.2kWp array at different 
irradiance and temperature levels showing the effect on the current, voltage and power. 
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Figure 2.7  Simulated I-V and P-V curves of a 3.2 kWp array with increasing irradiance at constant 
temperature. 
 
Figure 2.8  Simulated I-V and P-V curves of a 3.2 kWp array increasing temperature at constant 
irradiance. 
Normalizing and correcting current and voltage measurements for irradiance and temperature 
respectively may be done using equations (6) and (7) [7]: 
 
    
 
  
     (   (    )) 
 
(6) 
 
And 
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         (   (    )) (     *
 
  
⁄ +) 
 
(7) 
 
The subscript 0 indicates measured values and G and T are the irradiance and temperatures to be 
normalized and corrected to, respectively.  α is the temperature coefficient for ISC and β is the thermal 
coefficient for VOC expressed in units of %/K.  γ is the irradiance co-efficient for VOC.  The remaining 
current and voltage data is calculated using equations (8) and (9): 
    
   
     
 
 
(8) 
 
 
    
   
     
 
 
(9) 
 
With regards to VOC, the normalization of voltage for irradiance is not done experimentally when 
using irradiance values between 950 and 1050 W/m
2
   The last term of the VOC correction in equation 
(7) is approximated as: 
   
    
   [
(       )
    ⁄ ]    
and may therefore, be neglected.  Taking experimental I-V curve data should be done close to 1000 
W/m
2
 to prevent the logarithmic losses in the calculations. 
The energy yield of a PV array is greatly dependant on the incident solar energy.  Orientation and tilt 
of the PV array will impact the output power and energy yield of a PV array.  The angle at which the 
suns radiation falls onto to the earth surface continually changes.  For flat plate collectors an optimum 
annual angle is calculated from the location of the PV array.  For concentrator applications a tracker is 
used to follow the sun and allows the direct radiation to fall perpendicular on the collector.  Figure 2.9 
shows the monthly global horizontal insolation and the monthly insolation at the latitude of 44° [1].  
The latter tilt angles corresponding to the grid tie system and grid assisted system.  The yearly average 
insolation at 44°
 
is 2069 kWh/m
2
, 34° is 2100 kWh/m
2
 and global horizontal is 1835 kWh/m
2
.   
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Figure 2.9  Insolation at different tilt angles for Port Elizabeth South Africa. 
The efficiency of the PV array may be calculated as: 
     
                                          
                         
 
 
(10) 
 
This efficiency is lower than STC PV module efficiency which is calculated as: 
     
        
    
 
        
    
 
 
(11) 
 
Where the irradiance G is normalized to 1000W/m
2
 and the temperature is corrected to 25°C.   
The PV array efficiency is reduced due to the performance dependence on temperature, reduction in 
incident irradiance caused by various loss mechanisms, including; soiling, MPPT inefficiency and 
reflective losses. 
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2.3 Balance of System Components 
2.3.1 Charge Controllers 
A charge controller converts the module voltage of a PV array to the desired battery voltage for 
charging.  Conventional charge controllers track the MPP of a PV array.  This is achieved through 
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms, a DC/DC converter and a series of battery 
charging routines.  Figure 2.10 shows the block diagram for a charge controller used in the grid 
assisted PV system that was used in this study. 
 
Figure 2.10  Block diagram of a CC with MPPT, battery charging routines and voltage protections. 
 
DC/DC conversion should be done efficiently to avoid losses and heating of the electronic 
components.  Metal oxide field effect transistors (MOSFETs) are typically used for DC/DC and 
AC/DC conversion in devices up to the kW power range and insulated gate bipolar transistors 
(IGBTs) are used in higher power devices [8].  Many devices use these MOSFETs and IGBTs to 
utilize pulse width modulation (PWM) to regulate battery charging.  PWM is achieved by chopping 
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the PV array current into square pulses using the MOSFETs [9].  The MOSFETs may be assembled 
onto a 555 integrated circuit (IC) timer circuit and configured as a monostable multivibrator, this 
circuit pulses the voltage and is called a pulse width modulator [10].  This circuit is shown in Figure 
2.11 below. 
 
Figure 2.11 The 555 circuit connected as a monostable multivibrator. 
When an external signal is applied to a 555 IC connected in the monostable mode and the 555 timer 
triggered with a pulse train, the resulting output pulse will be modulated by the external signal [10].  
This is the simplest example showing how the CC would utilize PWM to convert the DC voltage at 
the PV array’s MPP to the DC voltage required by the battery bank for charging. 
Battery charging is a very important aspect in the design of the charge controller.  Lead acid batteries 
are commonly used in PV systems.  There are a number of battery technologies available but this 
study will focus on flooded lead acid batteries as they are used. Over charging these batteries will 
cause them to gas and lose water over time.  Over discharging a lead acid battery will result in lead 
sulphate crystal growth.  These effects lower the performance of the batteries and may cause 
permanent damage. 
To prevent the batteries from over discharging, they are either disconnected from the load or charged 
using another source.  Three charging routines are used to reduce the above mentioned effects.  They 
are the bulk, absorption and float charging routines [11,12].  Bulk charging occurs when the current 
flowing through the battery is not regulated.  When the battery reaches its fully charged state, an 
absorption charging routine will be utilized for a period of time.  During this charging routine the 
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voltage across the batteries is increased and current is limited to the amount that the batteries will 
accept at this increased voltage.  When the absorption charging is complete the CC switches the 
batteries into a float charging routine.  During this stage the batteries are maintained at a lower 
constant voltage to compensate for self-discharge, when the batteries voltage decreases again the CC 
will return to the bulk charging routine.   
The CC may also perform equalization on the batteries.  During equalization the batteries are 
subjected to a high voltage.  This assists in the prevention of electrolyte stratification, lead sulphate 
build up and will balance the voltages of the battery cells.  
MPPT algorithms are a commonly used technique in CCs to maximize energy yield from a PV array.  
The charge controller used in this study utilizes two algorithms to find the MPP of a PV array.  The 
algorithms are commonly known as the perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm which several 
modifications exist and the open voltage (OV) algorithm which may be seasonally adjusted for 
temperature.   
The P&O algorithm used by the CC perturbs the voltage of the PV array in both directions around the 
MPP.  Two variations of this perturbation are used, firstly to determine the MPP and secondly to 
measure VOC.  These variations are listed and described below. 
1. Knee sweep:  The voltage of the PV array is perturbed in both directions around the MPP.  During 
the perturbation cycle the current and voltage at each step in voltage is recorded.  The maximum 
power during the perturbation cycle is calculated as the MPP by the algorithm.  VMPP is then used 
as the reference voltage which the PV array will operate at until the following perturbation cycle.  
This process is illustrated in Figure 2.12 and the parameters used in the figure are defined in the 
discussion below. 
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Figure 2.12  Voltage perturbations during a knee sweep. 
The perturbation steps of the knee sweep algorithm are listed below and the algorithm flowchart is 
shown in Figure 2.13: 
i. Step the voltage in negative increments until a percentage (a) of the last recorded VOC 
measurement is met.   
ii. Step voltage with positive increments until a percentage (b) of the last recorded VOC 
measurement is met.   
iii. Determine the maximum power from the voltage steps and the voltage at that point becomes 
the operating voltage (MPP) until the next perturbation cycle.   
a*V
OC
 b*V
OC
 V
ref
 / MPP 
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Figure 2.13  Logic diagram for the knee sweep algorithm 
2. VOC sweep:  The VOC sweep switches the PV array from the last MPP to VOC during which it 
takes current and voltage measurements.  Negative voltage steps are then performed until a %VOC 
is reached.  Positive voltage steps are then performed until VOC is reached.  The algorithm then 
PMAX = P (n-1) 
VREF = VMAX 
VMAX = V (n-1) n = 0  
No 
n = n - 1 
No 
Yes P (n-1)  
≥ PMAX  
No 
PMAX = P (n) 
n = n + 1 
P (n) = I (n)*V (n) 
Measure I (n) & V (n) 
Yes 
n = n + 1 
No 
Measure I (n) & V (n) 
P (n) = I (n)*V (n) 
V (n) = V(n-1) - ΔV 
V (n) = V (n-1) + ΔV 
V (n) ≤ b*VOC 
START Set n = 0 
V (n) ≤ a*VOC 
Yes 
END 
Yes 
VREF = V(n) 
Measure V(n) 
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calculates the MPP from the voltage steps and operates the PV array at that voltage until the 
following perturbation cycle.  This process is shown in Figure 2.14 below. 
 
Figure 2.14  Voltage perturbations during a VOC sweep. 
The VOC sweep is only used by the CC once every hour and a half.  During these VOC sweeps major 
losses are suffered as a result of switching the PV array to VOC and sweeping a large voltage range of 
a PV array for its MPP.  The perturbation steps of the VOC sweep algorithm are listed below and the 
algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure 2.15.  
i. Open the circuit and measure VOC 
ii. Step the voltage in negative increments until a percentage (c) of the last recorded VOC 
measurement is met.   
iii. Step voltage with positive increments until the VOC measurement is met.   
iv. Determine the maximum power at the voltage steps and the voltage at that point becomes the 
operating voltage (MPP) until the next perturbation cycle.   
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Figure 2.15  Logic diagram for the VOC sweep. 
The sweep range is adjustable on the CCs interface.  The user simply chooses the percentage of the 
PV array voltage to sweep.  The time between perturbation cycles is also adjustable from two minutes 
to a quarter of an hour.  These may be adjusted in the advanced menu of the CC [12].  Figure 2.16 
shows the CC interface in the advanced menu for adjusting the sweep range and intervals. 
PMAX = P (n-1) 
VMAX = V (n-1) 
n = n - 1 
Yes 
No 
P (n-1)  
≥ PMAX  
PMAX = P (n) 
Yes 
P (n) = I (n)*V (n) 
n = n + 1 
Measure I (n) & V (n) 
V (n) = V (n-1) + ΔV 
V (n) = d*VOC 
No 
No 
n = n + 1 
P (n) = I (n)*V (n) 
Measure I (n) & V (n) 
Yes 
V (n) ≤ c*VOC 
V (n) = V (n-1) - ΔV VREF = V (n) 
Measure V (n) 
START Set n = 0 
Open Circuit 
VOC  = V (n) 
END VREF = VMAX 
n = 0  
No 
Yes 
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Figure 2.16  CC interface in the advanced menu to change sweep range and sweep intervals [12]. 
 
The range and interval settings will influence the performance of the PV array.  Lengthy sweep times 
introduce losses by not operating at the MPP for that period of time.  However, the yield using MPPT 
is far greater than directly coupled systems. 
The CC efficiency may be calculated as: 
     
                                 
                                      
 
 
(12) 
 
The charge controller used in this study has a peak efficiency of 97% but suffers losses under low 
power operation [13]. 
2.3.2  Batteries  
Batteries play an important role in the balance of system operation.  The most promising storage 
technology is electrochemical systems.  Batteries in grid assisted systems eliminate the mismatch 
between the power available from the PV array and the power demand of the load.  In this study the 
battery bank consists of twenty four 2V flooded lead acid batteries.  They each have a nominal 
capacity of 750 ampere hours (Ah).  The batteries are connected in series with one another giving a 
battery bank voltage of 48V and a capacity of 750Ah.   
A lead acid battery cell has a few main components such as the lead electrode, lead oxide electrode 
and an electrolyte solution.  The solution is a diluted mixture of sulphuric acid and distilled water.  
The diluted acid has a specific gravity at 100% state of charge (SOC) of approximately 1.2.  The half 
reaction at the lead electrode is given as [14]: 
       
             
  
The half reaction at the lead oxide electrode is given as [13]: 
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These reactions are illustrated in Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18. 
 
Figure 2.17   Half reaction at the lead electrode. 
 
Figure 2.18   Half reaction at the lead oxide electrode. 
When the lead and lead oxide electrodes are placed into the electrolyte the two half reactions start.  As 
the battery voltage builds up as a result of electrons been released in the lead plate and positive lead 
ions left behind on the lead oxide plate sulphates are formed on both the lead and lead oxide plates.  
The concentration of acid in the electrolyte is reduced as the sulphates form.  An electric field is 
generated across the two plates which opposes the flow of ions.  The cell reaction for the battery is 
given as [14]: 
           
      
               
This reaction is illustrated in Figure 2.19 below: 
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Figure 2.19  Lead acid cell reaction. 
Battery capacity is not only dependant on the amount of charge that is stored but on the application 
for which it is used.  The rate at which a battery is discharged will also determine the battery capacity 
[14].  The capacity of a battery is rated in Ah.  An Ah is the amount of electrical energy charge which 
a battery may deliver as current for an hour.  Battery capacity increases with lower discharge currents.  
The reason for this is that ions from the electrolyte cannot reach the active material of the lead 
electrodes quick enough.  At lower discharge rates the electrolyte has enough time to diffuse into the 
electrodes making ions more adequately available for the reactions.   
As mentioned in the charge controller section above charging routines are used to enhance the life 
span of a battery.  There are three main reasons for battery failure.  They are acid stratification, 
sulphation and loss of liquid (electrolyte).  Electrolyte stratification occurs as the sulphuric acid is 
denser than water and will sink to the lower half of the battery over time.  In PV applications lead acid 
batteries form denser regions of acid closer to the bottom of the plates and can cause increased 
corrosion.  Electrolyte stratification will also occur when the batteries are not fully charged.  This 
results in lowered battery performance.  Hydrogen gas is released in the acid electrolyte when the 
batteries are fully charged forming bubbles.  Hydrogen bubbles disperse the electrolyte solution 
forming a homogenous solution.  This mixing process is essential in preventing electrolyte 
stratification. When applying the absorb charge routine, the battery voltage increase results in 
increased gassing in the electrolyte.  The bubbles formed tend to lift the denser acid from the bottom 
of the battery upwards [14].  Stratification may also cause misleading specific gravity measurements 
when acid is withdrawn from the top of the battery with a hydrometer.  Until the absorb charge 
routine is complete stratification will occur within the battery [14]. 
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Lead sulphate crystals are deposited on the plates as the battery is discharged and converted back to 
lead on the negative electrode and lead oxide on the positive electrode as the battery is charged [11].  
The lead sulphate crystals may harden if the batteries are not fully recharged or left uncharged for 
long periods of time.  Sulphation is the formation of these lead sulphate crystals on the electrodes and 
can reduce the capacity of a battery permanently if maintained at a low SOC for lengthy periods of 
time without recharging.  The formation of lead sulphate crystals on the electrodes during discharging 
of a battery may recrystallize during deep discharge into large crystals which are not as easily 
converted back during recharging [14].  This reduces the amount of active material and reduces the 
battery capacity.  In severe cases the crystals may stretch across making contact with the other 
electrode causing a disastrous short circuit [14].  Appropriate battery charging routines will prevent 
reduced capacity and lowered performance caused by both stratification and sulphation.  It is highly 
recommended that a lead acid battery is never discharged below 80% of its capacity. 
The recommended battery voltages for the charge routines discussed in the charge controller section 
are supplied by the manufacturer and are listed in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1  Voltage setting per 2V cell for the charging routines and temperature compensation. 
Routine Voltage per 2V cell (V) 
Float 2.28 
Absorb 2.48 
Equalize 2.55 
Temperature Compensation (mV/V/
0
C) 2 
 
When the absorb voltage is reached when charging, the charge controller will revert to the float 
charge mode which keeps the batteries at 100% SOC. The energy efficiency of a battery may be 
calculated as [14]: 
          
                      
                                          
 
 
(13) 
 
and for lead acid batteries the energy efficiency is typically 70–80%. 
The charge efficiency or Ah efficiency for lead acid batteries may be calculated as [14]: 
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(14) 
 
The Ah efficiency for lead acid batteries is around 90-95%. 
 
2.3.3 Inverters 
There are a few types of inverters used in PV systems.  For grid assisted systems a bi-directional 
inverter is used to supply the power demand of the load and to supply power to the batteries in times 
of need.  When grid failure occurs and battery SOC reaches a recommended minimum of 20% the 
inverter must automatically switch off to prevent severe battery damage.  For the grid tie system the 
inverter must overcome a few grid integration issues.  These integration issues are islanding, quality 
of supply, DC injection and radio frequency suppression.   
For this study single phase inverters were used.  A single phase inverter is merely a switching circuit 
where the polarity is reversed in a periodic fashion.  Switching is achieved using transistors.  Two 
basic circuits are used in inverters, they are the half bridge and full bridge rectifying circuits [15].  
The full bridge rectifying circuit is also known as an H-bridge.  These circuits are shown in Figure 
2.20. 
 
Figure 2.20  Basic circuits for an inverter.  
The output waveforms of the circuits are square waves.  Further modifications are made to the circuits 
to achieve a sinusoidal output. Two common techniques produce digitally synthesized sine waves and 
PWM sine waves [15].  Both techniques use MOSFETS or IGBTS depending on the desired output 
power and design [8].  The waveforms produced by the two techniques are shown in Figure 2.21. 
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Figure 2.21 Output waveforms of an inverter by digital synthesis and PWM.  
Inverters using digital synthesis step the voltage.  These steps in voltage are achieved using several 
voltage inputs.  The number of steps can be determined by the number of inputs n as 2
n
.  An inverter 
using 5 inputs yields 32 steps in voltage, and this relates to the total harmonic distortion being far less 
than 5% [15].   
There are two common inverter topologies common on the PV market.  They are the traditional 
transformer inverter topology and the modern transformerless inverter topology.  The grid assisted 
systems’ inverter uses a transformer topology and the grid tie system inverter uses a transformerless 
topology.   
One benefit with traditional transformers is that there is isolation between the DC input and the AC 
output.  These inverters are very bulky and less efficient than modern transformerless inverters. 
The bi-directional inverter is an Outback VFX 3048E.  This inverter handles large input voltage as the 
battery voltage will vary with the SOC and the charging conditions.  The block diagram in Figure 2.22 
illustrates the function of the bi-directional inverter in the grid assist PV system. 
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Figure 2.22   Block diagram of a basic bi directional inverter. 
While the inverter draws current from the batteries it monitors the SOC constantly.  The monitoring is 
done via an interface that Outback, the company that manufacturers the system components calls the 
Mate.  The Mate communicates with BOS components measuring currents, voltages, energy flows 
and the temperature of the battery bank.  On this interface the user can change charging routines, grid 
interaction and battery voltage settings. The inverter is setup such that current is supplied from the 
batteries to the inverter without interruption until the SOC falls below 40%.  A minimum SOC of 40% 
was used to decrease the amount of crystal growth on the electrodes during discharge.    
The DC source is stepped up using a transformer and converted from DC to AC using the inverting 
circuits.  The DC source comes from the battery bank.  This converted voltage of the inverter output 
needs to be as close to sinusoidal signal as possible.  Output voltage and frequency should only vary 
as much as 8% for the voltage and 2% for the frequency.  The inverter used specifies these values to 
vary by 2%.  High inverter efficiency should be achieved under partial load, typically 90% at 10% of 
the rated output [16] but only a few inverters may offer this efficiency.  Inverters are less efficient 
under partial load and as the power is increased the efficiency tends to reach a peak then flatten off.  
This an important aspect to consider when selecting an inverter as over sizing the inverter may lead to 
a DC/AC loss.  The inverter used in this research has a peak efficiency of 93% [17] and under partial 
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load efficiency has been measured to be much lower than 90%.  Inverters should also be fitted with 
over voltage protection and should withstand a short circuit within the load [16].   
The efficiency for the grid assisted inverter can be calculated using two equations: 
      
                         
                           
 
 
 
(15) 
 
This equation is used when the inverter provides energy to the utility grid and the following equation 
is used when the inverter is used to charge the batteries 
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This charging efficiency supplied with the inverter is 87%.. 
The grid tie systems’ inverter is a SMA 3000 TL. There are several transformerless inverter 
topologies available in the application of PV.  These topologies use MOSFETs or IGBTs to transform 
input voltage from the PV array to the desired output voltage and frequency of the grid.  Benefits of 
using the transformerless topologies include increased efficiency and reduced weight.  However the 
inverters which do not use transformers may inject a DC signal into the grid if the input and output are 
not isolated.  The inverter used has galvanic isolation between the input and output.  This prevents DC 
currents from flowing into the grid by means of potential differences between the DC and AC 
voltages.  Output voltages of these inverters need to match the characteristics of the grid voltage 
within a few percent for the quality to be acceptable for injection into the grid.  When there is 
deviation of more than a few percent between the grid voltage and inverter voltage the inverter is shut 
down to meet with grid regulations.   
Another very important issue with grid tie systems is islanding.  Islanding occurs when the grid is not 
active, yet PV systems are active.  This causes safety issues as engineers/ electricians that may be 
fixing a problem may be electrocuted by active PV systems.  Anti-islanding can be achieved passively 
or actively.  Passive methods include voltage and frequency detection and phase jump detection.  
Active methods include variation of frequency, measurement of impedance and variation of power 
and reactive power [18].   
The block diagram in Figure 2.23 below illustrates the basic function of the grid tie inverter. 
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Figure 2.23  Block diagram of a basic grid tie inverter. 
To prevent damage to the inverter polarity and surge protection is fitted.  MPPT is performed on the 
PV array through MPPT logic circuitry.  This is done to maximize the yield of the PV array.  DC/AC 
conversion is done using the MOSFETs or IGBTs in a bridge rectifier.  Grid guard is a feature which 
SMA has developed for their inverters.  This feature detects any issues such as islanding and grid 
instability and ensures that the inverters meet all the requirements for embedded generation into the 
grid. This feature also ensures that the AC signal generated by the inverter is matched with the grid 
voltage characteristics.  If for any reason the inverter senses an issue with the grid, the PV array will 
be disconnected.   
The inverter used has a maximum efficiency of 96.5% at 400V [19].  The efficiency decreases slightly 
with a decreased PV array voltage and this information is supplied with the inverter.  Figure 2.24 
shows the efficiency dependence on output power and voltage for the SMA 3000 TL.   
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Figure 2.24  Efficiency plots of the SMA 3000 TL inverter (Efficiency vs. Power at 200V [19]). 
 
The efficiency of the inverter can be calculated as: 
      
                        
                           
 
 
(17) 
 
Typical transformless inverters have high peak efficiency of ~97%.   
 
2.3.4 System Efficiency 
The two systems used in this study have different BOS components and function.  Two methods for 
calculating the system efficiency are required. Efficiency of the grid assisted system may be 
calculated as the product of the individual BOS component efficiencies: 
                    
 
(18) 
 
The individual BOS component efficiency equations are shown in their respective sections.  The grid 
tie PV system efficiency may be calculated as follows: 
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Comparing the two systems efficiencies will show that the grid tie system is expected to be more 
efficient as there are fewer BOS components. 
2.4 PV System Design  
The design of a PV system depends on the application of the system.  The two systems under study 
are comprised of different BOS components.  A grid assisted system requires additional components 
such as a battery bank for energy storage and a charge controller to perform MPPT and charge 
routines for the batteries.  These additional components contribute to a different design process of the 
two systems.  Also a grid assisted system needs to meet the demands of a load where as a grid tie 
system also needs to meet the standards for distribution into the grid.  In some cases a grid assisted 
system may distribute energy into the grid and will also have to meet the standards for distribution 
into the grid. 
In this section load requirements, grid requirements, solar resource, PV array sizing, battery storage 
sizing, charge controller selection, inverter selection, system construction and energy forecasting will 
be discussed in some detail for the two PV systems. 
2.4.1 Grid Requirements 
For a PV system to be allowed to distribute energy into the grid a number of legislations and 
standards are set out.  This is done so that the quality of supply is always satisfactory.  The standards 
are listed in a document set out for embedded generation interconnection.  Embedded generation has 
recently included renewables but are still within the developing stages in South Africa.  Many of the 
standards for embedded generation have been adopted from international standards which have set the 
trend in European countries and other countries which have included embedded generation for many 
years now [20].   
For kW scale PV systems less than 500 kVA IEEE 1547 p.12 [20] limits are set out for frequency 
difference, voltage difference and phase angle difference.  These are listed below in  
Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2  Voltage frequency, range and phase angle requirements for embedded generation. 
Maximum frequency 
difference 
Δf (Hz) 
Maximum voltage difference 
ΔV (%) 
Maximum phase angle 
difference 
Δϕ (Degrees) 
0.3 10 20 
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A list of the voltage quality parameters such as unbalance, flicker and harmonic distortion at the point 
of circuit coupling and or customer point of supply may not exceed limits set out in NRS 048-2 and 
distribution standard 34-542 by the embedded generator [20].  These standards are similar across 
different countries allowing embedded generation.  Existing technology developed in mature markets 
allows for less teething issues for standardization for embedded generation within South Africa.  Pilot 
projects of embedded generation have already been done in South Africa as to develop an 
understanding of integrating these systems into the national grid [21].  
2.4.2 Load Requirements 
When designing a grid assisted system the daily load profile for which the PV system will provide 
energy is crucial.  In this study the grid assisted PV system provided energy to mainly computers and 
data logging equipment for research purposes.  The load impacts the sizing of the PV array, battery 
storage and the selection of the inverter.   An energy balance is required between the available energy 
and the load for the system.  The load in the study uses 230V, 50Hz and therefore an inverter will be 
needed to convert the DC voltages to the desired AC voltage of the load components.  The daily load 
which the grid assisted system needs to maintain is ~6.2 kWh.  The daily load profile under study is 
shown in Figure 2.25. 
 
Figure 2.25  Load profile of the grid assist PV system with only the essential equipment drawing 
power. 
Peaks at approximately 280W are caused by a fridge that periodically switches on and off.  Other 
equipment may also be connected to the inverter circuit.  They include additional computers, testing 
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equipment, lighting, microwave and a kettle.   A load profile including the additional electronic 
equipment is shown in the results chapter. 
 
2.4.3 PV Array Sizing 
For the grid tie PV system, mounting the PV array at the latitude angle of 34° will produce the largest 
amount of energy annually.  For stand-alone and grid assisted PV systems this is not optimum as the 
largest loads are typically found in the winter months.  Increasing the tilt angle slightly will reduce the 
effective incident energy in summer and increase the effective incident energy in winter.  For a well-
balanced PV system with battery storage it is recommended to tilt the PV array to increase the PSHs 
in winter so that the battery SOC may be well maintained [22]. 
From the solar resource data the average daily PSH value varies with the time of year.  When sizing a 
PV array for a load in a grid assisted system it is wise to use the minimum PSH for the calculation of 
the nominal power of the PV array.  This is done using the following equation [23]. 
    
 
   
 
 
(20) 
 
where P0 is the nominal power in kW, L is the load energy in kWh and PSH is the minimum value for 
the duration of a year.  The number of PV modules needed for the PV array can be calculated using 
the following equation [23], 
   
  
    
 
 
(21) 
 
where Pmod is the rated power in W of the PV module at STC. 
These calculations do not consider losses within the PV system and when sizing the array one should 
divide the calculated nominal power by the performance ratio of the system.  For the grid assisted 
system the efficiencies given with the BOS devices give a performance ratio of: 
                 
 
(22) 
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The nominal power calculated is 1.3 kWp and dividing this by the expected performance ratio gives 
you 1.6 kWp.  This number fits well with the PV array used in the grid assisted system under study. 
The sizing of the PV array for the grid tie system is slightly different.  Annual energy consumption 
should dictate the calculation of the PV array as this type of system is optimized for maximum annual 
energy yield.   
Currents and voltages produced by the PV array will depend on how many modules are connected in 
series and parallel and this will be optimized for the input/s of either the charge controller or the grid 
tie inverter.  These configurations are discussed below. 
 
2.4.4 Battery Storage Sizing 
Battery storage forms an important role in grid assisted and stand-alone systems.  They solve the 
mismatch issues of available resource and load demands.  Batteries are sized to balance the energy 
and to give the system a period of autonomy where either the grid is unstable or the solar resource 
available is a minimal. 
The battery size may be calculated using the following equation [23]: 
      
 
      
 
 
(23) 
 
where Cn is the capacity of the batteries in units of kWh, CS is the desired days of autonomy, L is the 
load in kWh and DODmax is the maximum allowed depth of discharge of the batteries.  The batteries 
used in the grid assisted system have a nominal rating of 750Ah and DODmax was set to 60%.  The 
number of autonomous days from (23) is therefore: 
   
    (          ⁄ )
 
   
µ is the performance ratios of the batteries and inverter which are roughly 0.9 and 0.93 respectively.  
This gives the number of autonomous days of: 
          
For a number of reasons including inverter losses and increased load demand this is not achieved by 
the PV system.  These equations used for the PV array sizing and battery storage are based on energy 
balance. 
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2.4.5 Charge Controller Selection 
The selection of the charge controller for a PV system should efficiently convert PV array power to 
the desired battery voltage.  Getting the maximum yield from the PV array will greatly depend on the 
MPPT scheme offered by the charge controller.  The charge controller is responsible for battery 
maintenance and should be programmable for different battery types and configurations.  This will 
increase the battery life by charging the batteries correctly.  Charging information is supplied by the 
manufacturers of batteries and must be programmed into the charge controller.  Battery SOC is also 
temperature dependent and the charge controller selected should compensate battery charging for the 
temperature of the batteries. 
The charge controller used in this study is an Outback MX 60 and has a maximum input voltage of 
150V and a maximum charging current of 60A giving a nominal power rating of 3kW.  9 Solar World 
175W c-Si PV modules are used each having a VOC of 44.4V at STC.  Therefore no more than 3 
modules may be connected in series.  The configuration was set up to produce a VOC of 133.2V at 
STC, this translates to 3 modules connected in series and 3 sets of series connected PV modules 
connected in parallel giving an ISC of 16.2A at STC.  This resulting in the 1.6 kWp array.  The 
configuration is shown in Figure 2.26 below. 
 
Figure 2.26  PV array configuration to meet the input criteria of the charge controller. 
The output voltage of the charge controller is 12V, 24V and 48V depending on the battery 
configuration.  Twenty four series connected 2V, 750Ah hour batteries were used to give a 48V, 
750Ah battery bank.  Batteries should be connected in series, thus giving an equal current to all the 
CC Input 
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batteries.  Batteries connected in parallel face resistance issues which may cause part of the battery 
bank to receive more current than other parts due to resistance differences in different batteries and 
over time may cause different potential differences across the batteries leading to self-energy 
consumption.   
2.4.6 Inverter Selection 
For a grid assisted system the inverter selected is bi-directional to provide current from the grid to the 
batteries when the solar resource is a minimum.  The inverter needs to be sized such that the 
maximum output power meets the maximum load demand.  In this study the inverter was sized to 
3kVA and this allows for high power equipment to be used on the inverter circuit.  The inverter, 
however, suffers large DC/AC losses and is caused by the low power output seen in Figure 2.25.  The 
inverter selected should also detect when the batteries SOC is too low for use and disconnect the load 
to prevent sulphation on the electrodes of the batteries. 
For grid assisted systems which also distribute energy into the national grid the inverter will need to 
meet the grid requirements set out by the institution overseeing grid integration for the country.  Grid-
tie inverters need to meet the requirements for embedded generation.  Selecting an inverter with 
efficient MPPT and DC/AC conversion will ensure that the maximum possible yield is extracted from 
the PV array.   The configuration of the PV array will depend on the DC input voltage and current of 
the inverter.   
For the grid tie system, 14 Solar World 230W m-Si modules each with a VOC of 36.9V at STC were 
used to give a 3.2 kWp PV array.  The inverter has two MPPT inputs, each with a voltage range of 
188V – 400V.  Seven PV modules were connected in series giving a VOC of 258.3V at STC.  These 2 
series connected strings are connected to the two inputs of the inverter as illustrated in Figure 2.27. 
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Figure 2.27  PV array configuration to meet the desired input of the inverter. 
For this configuration of the PV array, the expected output voltage allows for an inverter efficiency of 
~ 95.5% as shown in Figure 2.24.  The inverter efficiency dynamics of the SMA 3000 TL inverter 
illustrated in Figure 2.24 should be used when forecasting energy yields. 
 
2.4.7 PV System Construction  
There are a couple other considerations which need to be addressed when constructing a PV system 
such as wiring and mounting.  Wiring in a PV system has its own resistance and therefore there are 
losses associated with the wiring.  The resistance of wire used can be calculated using equation (24): 
   
  
 
 
 
(24) 
 
where ρ is the resistivity of the metallic wire used, L is the length of the wiring and A is the cross 
sectional area of the wiring.  To prevent excessive losses in a PV system and even damage in wiring 
caused by large DC currents the gauge of the wiring should be calculated using ohms law and 
equation (24) above to keep the losses below 2%.  This is shown in equation (25): 
   
    
 
 
 
(25) 
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where P, the power consumed by the wiring is maximum of 2% of the power delivered by the wiring 
to the BOS component.  
A few options are available for mounting a PV array.  Common mounting options are building 
integrated PV (BIPV), roof top and free standing configurations.  Where space is freely available, free 
standing mounting should be used since good ventilation will reduce the operating temperature, 
increasing the power output of the PV array.  Both the grid tie and the grid assisted systems use free 
standing structures.  BIPV and roof mounted PV arrays are subject to higher operating temperatures, 
this is because air flow is restricted around the PV modules and consequently lowers the output power 
and overall energy yield. 
Objects i.e. trees, buildings etc. may shade a PV array during the course of the day which results in 
lowered performance.  The placement of a PV array should be optimized in the free space such that 
minimal shading occurs.   
When designing the battery storage one should have as few parallel connected batteries as possible as 
over time differences in battery resistance will lead to charging inconsistencies and may lead to early 
failure [24]. 
 
2.4.8 Grid Tie PV system energy production predictions 
For PV systems an estimated energy production is possible using meteorological, PV module and 
inverter data.  Energy forecasting is essential for large scale grid embedded PV systems so that a 
fairly accurate estimate of the energy that will be supplied by these systems is known.  A balance 
between embedded generators and power stations is required so that power is provided efficiently to 
the national load. 
Energy production estimations were done for the 3.2 kWp grid tie system. This was done to have an 
idea of the monthly yields, annual yield and the losses associated with the PV system.  To forecast 
energy production of the PV system hourly global radiation energy, ambient temperature, monthly 
precipitation, NOCT and inverter data was used.   
Hourly global radiation data from Meteonorm [1] was used to estimate the monthly energy production 
of the PV system at STC without any losses.  This is shown as the total bar height in Figure 2.28. 
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Figure 2.28  Estimated specific yield values of the 3.2 kWp system in Port Elizabeth. 
The expected yield for this system excluding the losses was calculated to be 2100kWh/kWp/year.   
Ambient temperature, irradiance obtained using Meteonorm and NOCT values provided with the PV 
modules were used in the following equation to predict the PV array temperature [25]. 
        
       
   
  
 
(26) 
 
where Ta is the ambient temperature in °C and G is the irradiation in W/m
2
 at the tilt angle of 34° and 
orientated north.  From these estimated temperatures the reduced power was calculated using 
temperature corrections with the NOCT data.  The monthly values are listed in Figure 2.28. 
Every PV system is subjected to soiling.  A soiling loss model was not used as it is subjective to the 
location of the PV array.  From literature the amounts of soiling that effect a PV array is some 
function of the amount of precipitation, pollution and humidity [26].  For the purpose of this study an 
estimated linear soiling loss assumed with respect to the precipitation data for the region.  This was 
done as it is only used for estimation purposes and the relationship is shown in Figure 2.29. 
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Figure 2.29  Monthly precipitation and soiling loss estimations for PV system. 
A MPPT loss of the inverter was assumed to be 1.5%.  DC/AC losses are taken from the efficiency of 
the inverter provided by the manufacturer of the inverter.  The loss is ~4.5% at the operating voltage 
of the PV array and is observed in Figure 2.24.  Wiring losses were assumed to contribute to a loss of 
2%.  A shading loss was not included.  Shading effects on the performance of the PV array is 
measured and discussed in the results chapter.  Based on the values above and the basic assumptions a 
rough estimation of the specific yield of the grid tie PV system was estimated to be 1738 
kWh/kWp/year.  
There are a number of software packages including PVSyst, PVSol, and PV Calculator [27] which use 
meteorlogical databases, PV module data and inverter data to produce estimations on the specific 
yield for PV systems.  Software packages are essential for the energy predictions for PV systems.  
Figure 2.30 shows energy forecasted results with PV Calculator using the PV module data, Grid tie 
inverter data and the location of the testing site.  The annual yield from PV Calculator 1727 
kWh/kWp/year compares very well with that calculated using the assumptions discussed above.  A 
detailed comparison, by month, is shown in Figure 2.31.  The estimations will be used to compare the 
measured energy yields in the results chapter. 
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Figure 2.30  Monthly energy predictions from PV Calculator [27]. 
 
Figure 2.31  Monthly energy prediction comparisons. 
 
 
 
Estimated Yield 
PV Calculator Yield 
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Chapter 3  
Methodology 
The design of a data acquisition (DAQ) system for PV system monitoring requires one to take both 
technical and cost aspects into consideration.  In this study the flow of electrical energy is measured using 
current and voltage measurements.  Sensors and voltage transducers were built and/or purchased to 
acquire the signal required by the DAQ cards and data logger for measurement processing. The 
measurement of current and voltage must be measured as closely together as possible to correctly 
calculate the power and energy flow at a particular point in time.  A high speed non-simultaneous 
measurement routine was developed to achieve accurate measurements of current and voltage for the 
calculation of power and energy.  This routine utilized the high sampling and switching speed to switch 
between current and voltage measurements.  The routine achieved this systematically through the 
measurements of the energy flow.  This sampling routine will be discussed in further detail in this 
chapter.   
The environmental parameters measured in this experiment include plane-of-array (POA) irradiance, 
ambient temperature and the back of module temperature of the PV array. 
 
3.1 Measurement Requirements and Devices 
3.1.1 Photovoltaic systems 
The PV systems under study were described in the previous chapter.  Schematics of the two system 
layouts are shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1  1.6 kWp grid assisted system layout. 
 
Figure 3.2  3.2 kWp grid tie system layout. 
 
The DAQ system was required to measure both voltage transducer and thermocouple signals.  Current 
and voltage from the PV array, charge controller, battery bank and inverter are measured using voltage 
transducers to determine the energy flow [1], operation, performance and efficiency of the PV array and 
BOS components.  
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Environmental conditions such as the irradiance, ambient temperature and the back of module 
temperature of the PV array were also monitored.   
A data logger was used to monitor the grid tie system.  Irradiance and temperature data was logged with 
the data logger and the power and energy data was logged by the grid tie inverter. 
 
3.1.2 Current Measurements 
Identifying the nature and limits of the currents which flow through the PV system assists in selecting the 
correct sensor.  DC currents typically require shunt resistors for measurement purposes.  Current flowing 
through the shunt resistor is directly proportional to potential drop across the shunt resistor which will be 
measured. 
Current flowing through a shunt resistor in a circuit dissipates energy.  This energy is negligible in 
comparison with the energy which is dissipated by the load since typical shunt resistors are in the order of 
milliohms.  The resulting potential drop across the shunt was in the order of millivolts.  The potential 
difference was measured as a differential across the shunt and is known as a floating voltage [2].  To 
protect the DAQ card from a potential floating out of its input range, the shunt should be installed on the 
negative branch of the circuit as is shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3  Shunt resistor installation diagram. 
Table 3.1 summarises the minimum current, maximum current and shunt selection for the DC currents 
measured.  The shunt selection and the minimum and maximum currents will determine the input voltage 
selection for the DAQ card shown in Table 3.1. 
Current Source Load 
Shunt 
 
V 
I 
+ 
- 
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Table 3.1 Summary of the DC Current measurement, max current, min current and shunt selection. 
Current 
Measurement 
Min Current (A) Max Current (A) Shunt Selection Voltage Range (mV) 
PV Current 0 18 30A : 75mV 0 - 45 
CC Current 0 60 60A : 60mV 0 - 60 
Inverter Current -35 60 60A : 60mV -35 - 60 
 
AC current measurements are achieved using current transformers (CTs).  A CT is an isolated transducer 
which is clamped around the live wire.  This device consists of metallic windings which form a closed 
loop around the wire where the current measurement is done.  Current induced in the windings is directly 
proportional to the current flowing in the live wire which may be expressed using the Biot Savart law.  
The CT also has a rectifying circuit to convert the AC signal to a DC signal.  The measurement is shown 
in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4 CT Installation Diagram. 
To calculate the current flow through the inverter, two CTs are required.  One CT for the load current and 
the other for the supply current.  The input tolerance of the CT is 0-100A AC, the output is 0–5V DC with 
a 1% error and a 0.5% ripple voltage [3].  The ripple voltage is the result of the rectifying circuit and as 
Current Source Load CT 
 
V 
I 
Bridge rectifier 
+ 
- 
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this ripple in the voltage is constant with respect to the frequency, the hundreds of measurements taken 
over ~ 0.1 s average out the small ripple effect.   
3.1.3 Voltage Measurements 
Before selecting a sensor to measure system voltages the nature and limits of the voltages need to be 
identified.  DC voltages are typically measured using voltage dividing circuits [4].  The voltage divider is 
used to reduce the large system voltages which are too large for the DAQ device to read.  Voltage 
dividing circuits consist of two or more resistors, and in this case two resistors R1 and R2 were used. The 
two resistors were connected in series with each other and were placed in parallel across the voltage 
source so that the output signal voltage was measured using R2.  This is shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5 Voltage divider installation diagram. 
The output voltage of the voltage divider can be mathematically represented as: 
21
2
+
=
RR
R
VV inout  (1) 
The maximum voltage expected in the grid assisted system is the open circuit voltage of the PV array, 
which is ~130V depending on temperature.  Therefore the reduction factor of 10V/130V = 0.077 should 
be the maximum reduction factor needed to reduce the signal to 10V.  The voltage dividers were 
constructed with R1 = 470 kΩ and R2 = 27 kΩ, giving a reduction factor of 0.054.  The maximum power 
dissipation using this configuration is 34 mW and is negligible in comparison with the power produced by 
the PV system.   
Two AC voltage transducers from IQ instruments were used to measure the AC voltage signals from the 
inverter.  These devices use step down transformers and a rectifying circuit to convert the signal to a 0-5V 
signal suitable for the DAQ board.  Two of these voltage transducers were used to measure the AC load 
voltage and the AC supply voltage.  The input range of this device is 0-500V AC and the corresponding 
output is 0-5V DC. 
Voltage Source 
R1 
V R2 
+ 
- 
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3.1.4 Temperature Measurements 
Quantifying the effect of temperature on the performance of the PV modules requires two specific 
measurements, the ambient temperature which the array operates under and the temperature at which the 
PV modules operate.  The ambient temperature was measured using a k-type thermocouple placed in a 
Stevenson screen directly below the PV array.  PV module temperatures were also measured using k-type 
thermocouples attached to the back of the PV modules.  This measurement is viewed as a good 
approximation of the cell temperature.   
In the case of the grid tie system, four back of module (BOM) temperatures and an ambient temperature 
were recorded.  This was done to average out any temperature deviation between cells in the PV array.  
The data logger that was used for this system has built in cold junction compensation for temperature 
measurements so absolute values were obtained. 
3.1.5 Irradiance Measurements 
The POA irradiance was measured using a Kipp and Zonen CMP3 pyranometer for both the grid assist 
and grid tie PV systems.  For each system the sensor was placed at the tilt angle of the PV array directly 
next to the PV array.  This sensor has a spectral range of 300nm to 2800nm and may operate under 
temperatures ranging from -40
o
C
 
to 80
o
C with a maximum measurement of 2000W/m
2
.  Measurements 
using this device may vary 5% from the absolute value [5].   
Table 3.2 summarizes the measurements taken and the measurement devices used in this study. 
Table 3.2 Summary of the measurements and their respective measurement device. 
Measurement Measurement Device 
Irradiance Pyranometer 
Temperature k-type thermocouple 
DC current Shunt resistor 
DC voltage Voltage divider 
AC current Current Transformer 
AC voltage  Voltage Transducer 
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3.2 Data Acquisition and Measurement Technique 
Data acquisition devices are necessary to convert analogue signals from the sensors to digital signals so 
that software programmes can analyse and store data.  In the laboratory these devices are interfaced to a 
PC which performs a routine to capture, analyse and build a database of the acquired data.  In a remote 
area a data logger is required. 
Two DAQ systems are used for data logging on the two PV systems in this study.  The data logging for 
the grid assisted system is achieved using DAQ cards interfaced onto a computer with relevant 
programming software.  A data logger and the inverter supply the necessary data for the grid tie system. 
The data acquisition on the grid assist PV system is performed by using two DAQ cards.  These cards are 
interfaced to a PC with a LabView programme which controls the cards.  The two cards used are the NI 
USB 6343 and the NI USB 6008 and are both from National Instruments.  Figure 3.6 shows images of the 
DAQ devices.  All the sensors are connected in the PV system as represented in Figure 3.7. 
 
 
Figure 3.6  DAQ devices used (NI USB 6343 on the right and NI USB 6008 on the left). 
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Figure 3.7  1.6 kWp grid assisted PV system layout with placement of sensors. 
Logging measurement data with LabView allows control over the measurement process, filtering, signal 
conversion and the building of a database for the measurements.  Mentioned earlier was the requirement 
for simultaneous measurements of current and voltage for the calculation of power to be valid.  Figure 3.8 
shows the concept of the sampling method used for the measurement of the current and voltage signals 
for accurate calculations of power and energy.   
 
Figure 3.8  Sampling routine of current and voltage signals. 
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This was achieved using two DAQ sampling commands implemented one after another together with a 
series of tasks which convert the signal into a logged measurement.  The LabView coding required to 
generate the resulting measurements seen in Figure 3.8 is shown in Figure 3.9.  Sampling commands are 
placed in a stacked sequence together with sampling filters and measurement calibrations.  The stacked 
sequence is placed in a for loop with 4 iterations.   This gives the resulting blue and green waveforms 
shown in Figure 3.8.  The indexed averages shown as the blue and green open circles are stored in the 
memory whilst the for loop runs then they are averaged and shown as V1,t and V2,t .  These measurements 
are then saved into a daily data file.  This data logging routine eliminated data logging inefficiencies 
caused by non-simultaneous current and voltage measurements. 
 
Figure 3.9  LabView code used for the sampling routine. 
This routine is programmed to perform a measurement every 3 seconds and this time interval may be 
increased.  The time taken to perform all the data acquisition, conditioning and storing the data takes ~2.5 
seconds.  The input range, resolution, sampling rates and number of samples for the parameters sampled 
are listed in Table 3.3. 
 
 
 
 
Data Acquisition 
Sampling Command  
Low Pass 
Filter 
Sampling 
Calibration 
Waveform to 
integer and 
averaged 
Indexed averaged values Index of for loop 
Stacked Sequence 
Current Measurement Voltage Measurement 
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Table 3.3  Parameters with selected input range, sampling rate and number of samples [2, 6]. 
Parameter Input Range Resolution Sampling Rate Number of Samples 
Irradiance ±200mV 6.4µV 400kS/s 100 
Ambient Temperature ±200mV 6.4µV 400kS/s 100 
BOM Temperature 1 ±200mV 6.4µV 400kS/s 100 
BOM Temperature 2 ±200mV 6.4µV 400kS/s 100 
PV Current ±200mV 6.4µV 400kS/s 100 
PV Voltage ±10V 4.3mV 10kS/s 1000 
CC Current ±200mV 6.4µV 400kS/s 100 
Battery Voltage ±5V 3.6mV 10kS/s 1000 
Inverter Current (DC) ±200mV 6.4µV 400kS/s 100 
Load Current (AC) ±5V 160µV 400kS/s 100 
Load Voltage (AC) ±5V 3.6mV 10kS/s 1000 
Supply Current (AC) ±5V 160µV 400kS/s 100 
Supply Voltage (AC) ±5V 3.6mV 10kS/s 1000 
 
The averages are saved into a daily text file on a 3 second interval.  The sampling rates and number of 
samples were chosen to minimize the data logging time and to ensure that the voltage and current 
waveforms were not partially measured.  Figure 3.10 shows the voltage waveform from the voltage 
divider across the battery bank using the sampling rate and number of samples shown in Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.10  Battery measurement data in its raw form. 
Five complete waveforms can be seen in Figure 3.10. The waveform frequency is 50Hz and is introduced 
by means of interference caused by nearby equipment using the 230V 50Hz grid, peak voltage is 3.1V, 
and minimum voltage is 2.2V and an average voltage of 2.6V.  A digital Butterworth low pass filter was 
implemented to remove grid interference and is seen in Figure 3.9.   If the input ranges, sampling rates 
and the number of samples are not correctly calculated either the measured data will have no waveform or 
there may be too many waveforms.  In the first case, incomplete measurement of a waveform will lead to 
significant errors when removing interference and calculating the measurement.  In the second case, if 
time is not utilized effectively data logging inefficiencies are introduced by means of lengthy sampling 
intervals.  Applying voltages greater than the selected input voltage may lead to device instability and/or 
failure [2].  Figure 3.11 shows the data that is been stored in real time on the LabView front block.   
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Figure 3.11  Front block of the LabView routine used for the data acquisition. 
The grid tie system measurements are composed of two logging methods.  A PACE Scientific XR5-SE 
50mV data logger is utilized to measure the environmental parameters consisting of the POA irradiance, 
ambient temperature and 4 back of module temperatures.  The inverter used in this PV system 
periodically measures and saves the power and energy produced by the PV array.  This data is captured 
and is merged with the data captured by the PACE data logger.  
The PACE Scientific XR5-SE 50mV has 8 analogue input channels with a full range resolution of 
0.012mV.  Averaged or instantaneous measurements may be logged [7].  For the purpose of this study a 
logging interval of 5 minutes and the averaged values were recorded as this matched the logging routine 
used by the inverter.   
3.3 Measurement Resolution and Uncertainty 
Measurement resolution of a DAQ system depends on the DAQ card and the sensor deployed for 
measurement.  The signal resolution is determined from the ratio of the signal range to the number of 
measurable intervals and is shown in equation (2). The number of measurable bits will determine the 
number of measurable intervals and forms the denominator of equation (2).    The input signal resolution 
is shown below as: 
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 (2) 
Vmax and Vmin are the upper and lower limit of the input range selected and n is the number of bits of the 
DAQ card.  The measurement resolution is a ratio of the product of the sensor measurement and signal 
resolution to the sensor signal and is shown as equation (3).  A sensor measurement is a calibrated and 
converted measurement and the sensor signal is the calibrated potential measured by the DAQ system or 
data logger: 
                      
                 
 
                 
              
  
 
                          
                                      
             
 
(3) 
 
Measurement uncertainty is the difference in the measured value to that of the true value.  This 
uncertainty may be introduced into a DAQ system by means of sensor inaccuracies, sampling 
inaccuracies, post filter processing, and environmental conditions.   
Sensor inaccuracies and sampling inaccuracies may be determined by calibration and may also be 
provided by the manufacturer.  All current and voltage sensors used in the DAQ system built are of class 
1 which have accuracy within 1% of the measurement in a 0 – 400C temperature operating range.   
Sampling inaccuracies may be determined from calibration curves.  A measured calibration curve is 
shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12  Sampling calibration curve of the NI 6008, 0-5V input. 
From the calibration data, the difference between the measured and supplied voltage is calculated.  This 
difference gives the uncertainty associated with the sampling of data.  Calibration corrections were 
applied to the sampling routine and the deviation squared of measurements are of the order of 10
-6
V, 
which relates to an uncertainty far less than 1%. 
Unwanted noise in the measurements was eliminated with post filter processes.  This consisted of a digital 
Butterworth filter.  Large amount of noise at a range of different frequencies requires a lot of filter 
processing and will add to measurement uncertainty.  In this case, measurements were taken in the 
differential mode of the DAQ card.  Random noise fluctuates on both the positive and negative terminals.  
Differential measurements remove a majority of noise by taking the difference in voltage between the 
input channels.  Differential measurements result in losing one channel per measurement.   
Uncertainty in the measurements is determined by the uncertainties associated with measurement process.  
Data logging inaccuracies were measured and the rated sensor inaccuracies are of the order of 10
3
 times 
greater than the data logging uncertainty.  Table 3.4 summarizes the measurement resolution, uncertainty 
and the source of the uncertainty for the logged parameters.  
Table 3.4  Summary of the measurement resolutions, uncertainties and source of the uncertainties. 
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Parameter 
Measurement 
Resolution 
Measurement 
Uncertainty (%) 
Source of uncertainty  
Irradiance 0.32 W/m
2 
< 5 Sensor Inaccuracies 
Ambient Temperature ±0.16 
0
C < 10 No Cold Junction Compensation 
BOM Temperature 1 ±0.16 
0
C < 10 No Cold Junction Compensation 
BOM Temperature 2 ±0.16 
0
C < 10 No Cold Junction Compensation 
PV Current 7.7 mA < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
PV Voltage 5.9 mV < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
CC Current 6.4 mA < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
Battery Voltage 5.9 mV < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
Inverter Current (DC) 6.4 mA < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
Load Current (AC) 59 µA < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
Load Voltage (AC) 77.3 µV < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
Supply Current (AC) 59 µA < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
Supply Voltage (AC) 77.3 µV < 1 Sensor Inaccuracies 
 
The relative uncertainty associated with power calculations is given as: 
V
V
I
I
P
P 




 
(3) 
This amounts to a relative uncertainty of ~2% for the calculation of power. 
Ambient temperatures fluctuate daily by approximately 10
0
C - 15
0
C, and this significantly influences the 
uncertainty of the temperature measurement.  This is because the NI 6343 USB DAQ card used does not 
have a cold junction compensation function to measure the absolute temperatures.   
 
 
 
3.4 Current Voltage Curve Measurements 
Current Voltage (I-V) measurements of the module strings were logged using an IV tracer developed by 
TRITEC.  The TRITEC instruments used are shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13  TRI-KA I-V tracer and TRI-SEN irradiance sensor [8]. 
The TRITEC I-V curve tracer is designed to measure both module strings and module I-V characteristics.  
Current measurements range from 0.1A – 15.0A and voltage measurements range from 1.0V – 1000V 
with an uncertainty ≤ ± 1%.  The irradiance and temperature measurements are done using the TRI-SEN.  
Two reference cells are used for the measurement of irradiance and have a measuring range of 100W/m
2
 
– 1200W/m2 with a rated uncertainty of  ≤ ± 5%.  Temperature measurements range from 0°C - 100°C 
with a rated uncertainty ≤ ± 3% in relation to a black body. 
 I-V measurements of the modules were measured using an I-V tracers developed by J-Great International 
Corp.  Figure 3.14 shows the I-V tracer from J-Great Corp used for the PV module I-V measurements.   
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Figure 3.14  J-Great Corp I-V tracer used for the I-V measurements of PV modules. 
The I-V tracer used to measure the module characteristics is designed to measure cell and module 
electrical characteristics.  6½ digit Agilent multimeters measure irradiance, temperature, current and 
voltage from the sensors listed in Table 3.5 [5,9].  The input ranges, calibration and temperature 
coefficients are controlled on the setup tab shown in Figure 3.14. 
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Table 3.5  J-Corp I-V tracer measurement equipment and uncertainty. 
Measurement Measurement Sensor Uncertainty 
Irradiance Pyranometer ≤ 5% 
Temperature K-type thermocouple ≤ 2% 
Current  Shunt ≤ 1% 
Voltage Digital multimeter ≤ 1% 
 
 
Figure 3.15  Parameter setup page of the J-Corp I-V tracer software. 
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Chapter 4  
Results and Discussions  
4.1 Grid Assisted PV System Assessment 
PV system performance and efficiency has been monitored on a 1.6 kWp grid assisted PV system.  
The PV system energy flow was monitored using a custom-built data acquisition (DAQ) system and a 
custom data logging routine developed in LabView.  The logged data was used to determine the 
operation and performance of the PV array and balance of system (BOS) devices.  Noteworthy 
operations identified include maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and battery charging cycles.  
The two MPPT algorithms studied were the Perturb and Observe (P&O) algorithm and the Open 
Voltage (OV) algorithm.   
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Figure 4.1  Energy flow diagram showing the losses involved with the grid assist PV system. 
 
4.1.1 PV Modules 
The PV array component of the grid assisted system used in this study comprised of nine c-Si 
modules, manufactured by Solar World.  The manufacturer specification of the key performance 
parameters of the modules at Standard Testing Conditions (STC) is listed in Table 4.1[1].  The 
complete specification of the modules is listed in appendix B. 
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Soiling 
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DC/DC Conversion Losses 
  
 
DC/Chemical Conversion 
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Table 4.1  Performance of the SW 175 PV modules at STC. 
Maximum Power PMAX 175 Wp 
Open Circuit Voltage VOC 44.4 V 
Maximum Power Point Voltage VMPP 35.8 V 
Short Circuit Current ISC 5.4 A 
Maximum Power Point Current IMPP 4.89 A 
 
4.1.2 Current Voltage Characterization 
The layout of the PV array comprising the nine PV modules is presented in section 2.4.5, Figure 2.26.  
Current voltage (I-V) measurements were taken for all the modules using an I-V tracer.  The I-V 
tracer measures the current, voltage, irradiance and the back of module temperature.  Figure 4.2 shows 
the I-V curves of the 9 modules.  The I-V curves were captured on a clear day during August 2012 
after 4 years in operation.  I-V measurements were normalized to 1000W/m
2
 and corrected to 25°C.  
The surfaces of the modules were thoroughly cleaned to minimize the effect of soiling on the 
performance outputs. 
 
Figure 4.2  I-V curve measurements of the SW 175 mono modules under STC. 
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Deviations in ISC and VOC are observed from module to module.  The deviations in the I-V 
measurements are expected because of the I-V tolerances used when assembling the modules.  More 
importantly the I-V measurements show no significant performance losses in any of the 9 modules.  
Module 9 performed the worst with an output of 167 W, this value is 4.5% lower than the specified 
power output.  This is 1% annually, well within the linear performance guarantee of the module.  No 
visible defects were observed on the module glass or in the ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) encapsulant.   
The I-V tracer that was used is limited to measure PV module currents and voltages and not the high 
currents and voltages of a PV array.  An array I-V curve was constructed using the measured module 
I-V curves.  The string configuration for the PV array is shown in Figure 2.26.  The lowest current 
performing module in each module string is added giving an ISC of 15.9 amps and the voltages are all 
added giving a VOC of 133V.  The I-V curve is shown in Figure 4.3. 
The DAQ system‟s programme was modified so that measurements of the PV current and voltage 
may be logged at one second intervals.  Under certain conditions which will be described under 
maximum power point tracking, I-V characteristic curve measurements of the PV array are logged.  
This is a result of voltage perturbations during MPPT routines..  The voltage perturbations occur 
periodically during system operation.  Data gathered is coupled with irradiance and temperature 
measurements which are needed for the standardization of the results presented.  Figure 4.3 shows the 
I-V and P-V curves of the 1.6 kWp array that was determined from the module I-V curve 
measurements and the partially measured I-V and P-V curves standardized to STC from the DAQ 
system. 
 
Figure 4.3 I-V and P-V curve measurements of the 1.6 kWp array using two techniques, temperature 
and irradiance corrections were carried out to standard test conditions (STC). 
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The partial I-V curve captured under real operating conditions using the DAQ system and the I-V 
curve using the I-V tracer are not significantly different.  The DAQ measured voltage is slightly lower 
(< 1.0V at VOC).  The current measurements are within less than 1% of the expected current and 
therefore may be viewed as identical (< 0.1A at 60V).  The fill factor for the experimentally measured 
curve is 0.73 and 0.70 for the data captured I-V curve.  Voltage difference may be attributed to the 
potential over the 3mm
2 
wiring of ~ 3.5m in length (~0.5V) and the contact potentials formed at the 
circuit breaker connections and the input of the CC.  The measurements were also taken at different 
times of the day.  At different times the light incident on the PV array strike at different angles and a 
reflection loss may account for the slight reduction in current when the I-V data was captured.  The 
difference in the measured power falls within the DAQ systems uncertainty.   
I-V curves captured from the data logger may give an indication of the amount of soiling and 
temperature losses impacting the performance of the PV array.   
4.1.3 PV Array Performance 
Figure 4.4 shows the PV power, irradiance and ambient temperature for the date 8/18/2012. 
 
Figure 4.4  PV Power, Ambient temperature and POA irradiance during a day with partial cloud 
cover. 
This graph shows that the PV array power typically follows the trend of the irradiance.  Afternoon 
temperatures are greater than morning temperatures.  An increase in temperature in the afternoon 
decreases the output power of the PV array and will become clear in observing in Figure 4.8. 
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Soiling negatively impacts the performance of a PV array.  Soiling is the accumulation of dirt, salting, 
bird droppings and pollution on the surface of the PV array with the result that light is blocked and 
cannot reach the full surface of the PV cells in the PV module.  This effectively reduces the amount of 
solar radiation to the PV cells within the modules.  The effect of soiling on the current and power of a 
PV module was measured and is shown in Figure 4.5. 
 
 
Figure 4.5  Two I-V and P-V curves of an individual SW 175 mono c-Si module showing effects of 
soiling on the I-V measurements. 
The data in the above two figures was captured using the I-V tracer.  A module was subjected to a 
lengthy period of natural soiling then the I-V was captured, immediately afterwards the module was 
cleaned.  The second I-V curve measurement was then immediately captured for comparison.  The 
soiling included a build-up of dust and salting.  The two I-V data curves were normalized to 
1000W/m
2
 and corrected to 25 
O
C.   It is clear that the power output of the module is affected by 
soiling.  A reduced power output of 10W is seen in Figure 4.5 which is a 9% loss in power.  This is 
because the effective irradiance which reaches the active area of the PV module is reduced as a result 
of soiling.    The soiling therefore should reduce the output voltage logarithmically and the current 
linearly.   
Reduced MPP 
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High operating temperatures of the PV modules also reduce the output performance of the PV array.  
Although the current is increased during higher temperatures, the voltage is reduced to a larger extent.  
This results in a lower output power.  The effect of temperature on the I-V and P-V curve of a PV 
array was shown in Chapter 2, Section 2.2 in Figure 2.7.  
Performance of the PV array is dependent on the environmental effects, available solar resource and 
MPPT which will be discussed in the following section.  Figure 4.6 shows the PV array performance 
under various atmospheric conditions in September 2012.  The CC was in the open voltage (OV) 
algorithm mode which is discussed in detail in section 4.1.7.  The slope of the trend line gives an 
indication of the PV array efficiency.    
 
Figure 4.6  PV Power per unit area vs. POA irradiance during typical operation. 
The slope of the trend line is 0.1265 which indicates an approximate efficiency of 12.65 %.  A 
minimum power is required for the DC/DC conversion required for battery charging and is observed 
in the figure above between 0W/m
2
 - 50W/m
2
.  Furthermore, low module efficiency under low 
irradiance accounts for the group of data points below the trendline (< ~200W/m
2
).  The increase in 
array efficiency with increased irradiance (> ~200W/m
2
) shows that the trend is not linear.  This is 
due to the logarithmic behaviour of the voltage with irradiance.  This slope is affected by conversion 
loss, temperature losses and by MPPT losses.  The amount of soiling during this period of study was a 
minimum as the PV array was regularly cleaned.  MPPT will be discussed in further detail in the CC 
section.  Figure 4.7 shows BOM temperature vs. irradiance. 
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Figure 4.7  BOM temperatures vs. irradiance during typical operation. 
  
BOM temperature is found to increase with an increase of irradiance.  The hysteresis observed occurs 
as a result of the measured morning ambient temperatures being lower than the noon/ late afternoon 
ambient temperatures.  These differences in ambient temperature can be seen in Figure 4.4.  PV power 
output is a dependent on both BOM temperature and irradiance.  Figure 4.8 shows PV power vs. 
irradiance and BOM temperature for the PV system.  This three dimensional plot shows the power of 
the PV array may be found on a surface which is dependent on BOM temperature and irradiance. 
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Figure 4.8 PV Power vs. temperature and irradiance. 
The PV power produced at similar irradiance levels is reduced at high operating temperatures.  This 
reduction in the power produced at these high operating temperatures are due to the thermal 
characteristics of the PV module.  The Temperature-Irradiance plot is shown in Figure 4.7 and power-
irradiance plot is shown in Figure 4.6. 
4.1.4 Charge Controller Operation 
The charge controller in the system is responsible for DC/DC conversion, charging cycles and MPPT 
for maximum possible yield from the PV.  An Outback MX-60A charge controller is used to perform 
these tasks.  This device is programmable for different battery configurations, charging cycles and 
MPPT.  In this section typical operation is studied to investigate the charging cycles and the MPPT 
algorithm effects on the PV array efficiency. 
Routines are set in the charge controller to operate the PV array in a 24 hour span.  The routines are 
[2]: 
1. Sleep mode:  Sleep mode occurs when there is no voltage produced by the PV array. 
2. Snooze mode:  As the voltage increases with an increase in irradiance typically during 
sunrise, the CC will scan the PV array for system current.  The scanning interval for 
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increasing PV array voltage is 1 minute.  As the PV array voltage decreases with decreasing 
irradiance typically during sunset, the CC will still scan for system current every 5 minutes. 
3. Park mode:  During the snooze mode once a small amount of system current is produced, the 
CC switches to the park mode.  The CC will operate the PV array at 77% of the VOC. This 
value is programmable and is fairly accurate for Si PV modules.  The system will continue in 
this mode until the irradiance level reaches approximately 250 W/m
2
 or no system current is 
flowing.  
4. MPPT Mode:  When the system current increases with increased irradiance levels of above 
250 W/m
2
 the CC will switch to MPPT mode.  The device used offers two MPPT algorithms, 
open voltage (OV) and perturb and observe (P&O). 
5. Charging Modes:  Bulk, Absorb and Float. 
The effects of the routines for both MPPT algorithms can be seen in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10.  The 
various operation modes are also shown in the figures. 
 
Figure 4.9  PV voltage and irradiance vs. time of day (P&O algorithm active) 
In Figure 4.9 the highlighted regions are numbered according to the order of the listed routines.  The 
dark region of red indicates the PV array operating voltage.  The P&O algorithm perturbs the PV 
array voltage in order to find a new MPP.  This gives rise to the lighter red lines in Figure 4.9.  Two 
types of voltage perturbations are present.  The larger perturbation is needed for the measurement of 
VOC, the CC needs this measurement so that if the PV array power drops rapidly the CC can switch to 
park mode.    
1 1 3 3 2 4&5 (Bulk) 2 
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In Figure 4.10 the highlighted regions are numbered according to the order of the listed routines.  The 
dark region of red indicates the PV array operating voltage.  The OV algorithm perturbs the PV array 
voltage to VOC in order to find a new MPP.  This gives rise to the lighter red lines in the figure.  The 
voltage fluctuations in both Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 are a result of the MPP shifting due to changes 
in temperature and irradiance. 
 
 
Figure 4.10  PV voltage and irradiance vs. time of day (OV algorithm active). 
 
Charging routines and the different MPPT algorithms have an impact on the performance of the PV 
array and in the following sections these impacts are studied and analysed. 
4.1.5 Charge Controller Performance Characteristics 
When converting the high voltage power produced from the PV to a lower voltage suitable for battery 
charging the charge controller will operate with specific characteristics.  Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 
indicate the performance and efficiency characteristics of the charge controller with respect to the 
incoming power produced by the PV array.  Figure 4.12 shows the plot of the CC power vs. the PV 
power.  Figure 4.11 shows the CC efficiency as a function of output power. 
4&5 (Bulk) 2 2 1 1 
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Figure 4.11  CC Power vs. PV power during a typical day of operation. 
 
Figure 4.12  CC efficiency vs. CC output power during a typical day of operation. 
   
Figure 4.11 shows that the output power of the CC is fairly linear with the input power produced by 
the PV.  The trend of the data gives an indication of the DC/DC conversion efficiency which is 
approximately 97%.  This measured efficiency is consistent with the rated efficiency and expected 
efficiency from literature [2,3].  Under careful observation, data points in the lower power region fall 
slightly below the trend line in Figure 4.11.  From the literature review on the principles of DC/DC 
conversion, the efficiency of the DC/DC conversion will start off smaller and rapidly increase as the 
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output power increases [2].  Figure 4.12 illustrates this trend well and the efficiency is seen to start off 
at ~55% and rapidly increase to above 90% efficiency at around 250 W.  A peak efficiency of 98.0% 
was measured and is consistent with the manufacture specification [2].   
4.1.6 Charging Cycles 
This device performs charging cycles on the batteries to extend the life of the battery bank.  There are 
3 charging cycles which are performed to achieve this.  They are; bulk charging, float charging and 
absorb charging cycles.  Bulk charging occurs when the batteries require large amounts of energy to 
charge.  Maximum current available is passed through the battery bank under bulk charge conditions 
to achieve this.  Absorb charging occurs when the batteries reach 100% SOC, the voltage across the 
batteries is increased and current is limited to the amount that the batteries will absorb at the preset 
voltage point.  Float charging is implemented after absorb charging, the battery voltage is decreased to 
compensate for self-discharge i.e. to keep the batteries fully charged.  Figure 4.13 shows the impact of 
charging cycles during a clear sky day on the PV efficiency. 
 
Figure 4.13  PV array voltage and PV array efficiency during a float and absorb charge cycle. 
The large efficiency drop seen in the absorb charge region is a result of a large voltage perturbation.  
PV array efficiency is seen to fall in the 2 regions.  Data gathered during a clear sunny day yields 
results which are listed in Table 4.2.  The observed drop in efficiency is a result of battery 
maintenance routines.  The dotted regions in Figure 4.13 show the switching between the charge 
routines and during these periods the batteries only absorb current to maintain a 100% SOC.  These 
charging cycles prevent the growth of lead sulphate crystals on the anode and cathode plates of the 
batteries and prevent electrolyte stratification which will prolong the life of the lead acid batteries. 
 
Absorb Charge Float Charge 
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Table 4.2  Comparison of the efficiency of a PV Array during different charging conditions on a full 
sunny day. 
Operating Condition 
Solar Energy 
(kWh) 
PV Array Energy 
(kWh) 
PV Efficiency (%) 
Bulk Charge 72.7±3.6 8.74±0.17 12.0±0.8 
Absorb and Float Charge 10.4±0.5 1.15±0.02 11.1±0.7 
 
4.1.7 Maximum Power Point Tracking Algorithms 
MPPT is performed on a PV array to maximize the energy yield.  There are numerous MPPT 
algorithms deployed in PV systems to track the MPP.  In this section a study of two of these 
algorithms was done in order to identify the most efficient algorithm available to the CC.  These 
algorithms are identified as P&O algorithm and the OV algorithm. 
Both the P&O and OV MPPT algorithms are common in practice.  The P&O algorithm used finds the 
MPP of a PV array by periodically perturbing the PV array voltage and comparing the output power 
to that of the previous perturbation cycle [4].  The OV algorithm works on the principle that the MPP 
of a PV array is approximately a percentage of VOC [4].  In general this value is approximately 77% 
but may be adjusted seasonally to increase the yield [5].  The logic diagrams for these algorithms 
were shown in Chapter 2, section 2.3.1 in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.12. 
The testing conditions of these algorithms were split into three categories, high and stable irradiance, 
high and fluctuating irradiance and low and fluctuating irradiance.  PV power was corrected for 
temperature to 25
O
C so that the operating temperature does not influence the efficiency results. 
The study is broken into the following numbered experimental conditions: 
i. OV under high and stable irradiance conditions (clear sky). 
ii. OV under high and fluctuating irradiance conditions (partly cloudy). 
iii. OV under low and fluctuating irradiance (overcast). 
iv. P&O under high and stable irradiance conditions (clear sky). 
v. P&O under high and fluctuating irradiance conditions (partly cloudy). 
vi. P&O under low and fluctuating irradiance (overcast). 
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i. OV under high and stable irradiance conditions (clear sky): 
Figure 4.14 shows the PV power, irradiance and CC power with the CC using the OV algorithm.  The 
3 second data logged was averaged into 5 minute intervals. 
 
Figure 4.14  PV array power, irradiance and CC power during a clear day with the CC using the OV 
algorithm. 
The PV array power and CC power follows the trend of the irradiance, there are periodic fluctuations 
in the PV power and CC power.  These fluctuations are a result of voltage perturbations when the 
algorithm searched for a new MPP.  The power reduced features seen as the solar radiation started and 
ended occurs as the CC requires a minimum power to extract power from the PV array.  Plotting the 
temperature corrected PV power per unit area vs. the irradiance shows the following trend in Figure 
4.15. 
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Figure 4.15  PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance under clear sky conditions and the CC used 
the OV algorithm. 
As the irradiance increases the PV array power increases.  Deviations between data points below 
300W/m
2
 form a gap between data points.  This may have happened as a result of the MPP shifting 
from the %VOC in between perturbation cycles.  The energy conversion resulted in a PV array 
efficiency of 12.6% and a CC efficiency of 96.7%. 
ii. OV under high and fluctuating irradiance conditions (partly cloudy): 
Figure 4.16 shows the PV power, irradiance and CC power with the CC using the OV algorithm.  The 
3 second data was averaged into 5 minute intervals. 
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Figure 4.16  PV array power, irradiance and CC power during a partly cloudy day with the CC using 
the OV algorithm. 
The PV array power follows the trend of the irradiance with some deviation present at a few 
instances.  Under these large power fluctuations the PV power produced per unit area vs. irradiance is 
shown in Figure 4.17. 
 
Figure 4.17  PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance under partly cloudy conditions and the CC 
used the OV algorithm. 
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The data points in Figure 4.17 form a similar trend to Figure 4.15.  Data points in Figure 4.17 deviate 
slightly from the trend.  The slight deviation may occur as a result of the MPPT losses.  During a fixed 
operating voltage points any environment changes such as irradiance and temperature fluctuations 
may shift the MPP resulting in a MPPT loss.  The calculations resulted in a PV array efficiency of 
12.7% and a CC efficiency of 96.5%. 
iii. OV under low and fluctuating irradiance conditions (overcast): 
Figure 4.18 shows the PV power, irradiance and CC power with the CC using the OV algorithm.  The 
3 second data was averaged into 5 minute intervals. 
 
Figure 4.18  PV array power, irradiance and CC power during an overcast day with the CC using the 
OV algorithm. 
Power produced by the PV array follows the trend of the irradiance.  There is little deviation seen in 
this plot.  Figure 4.19 shows the plot of the PV array power per unit area vs. the irradiance. 
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Figure 4.19   PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance under overcast conditions and the CC used 
the OV algorithm. 
 
The greatest deviation is seen in the very low power producing region.  This was due to the anomalies 
caused by reductions in irradiance by severe cloud cover.  Efficiency calculations resulted in a PV 
array efficiency of 13.1% and a CC efficiency of 92.1%.  The PV array performed best under severe 
cloud cover.  Smaller fluctuations in irradiance and temperature resulted in smaller MPP deviations 
and hence smaller MPPT losses.   
The CC performed the worst under severe cloud cover.  Lack in performance under low power 
conditions is shown in Figure 4.12.  DC/DC inefficiency results in heat generation within the CC.  
The CC has a fan and heat sinks to dissipate heat generated by the DC/DC inefficiency.  Devices 
without good thermal management may suffer damage caused by prolonged use in low power 
operation.  Both temperature and irradiance influence the position of VMPP.  This algorithm does not 
compensate for the shifts in VMPP.  This approximation leads to the inefficiency of this algorithm [6].  
iv. P&O under high and stable irradiance conditions: 
Figure 4.20 shows the PV power, irradiance and CC power with the CC using the P&O algorithm.  
The 3 second data was averaged into 5 minute intervals. 
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Figure 4.20  PV array power, irradiance and CC power during a clear sky day with the CC using the 
P&O algorithm. 
Fluctuations in the PV array power and CC power are a result of MPPT losses.  The larger 
fluctuations in power are a result of the larger voltage perturbations performed by the P&O algorithm 
one and a half hour.  Figure 4.21 below shows the PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance. 
 
Figure 4.21   PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance under clear sky conditions and the CC used 
the P&O algorithm. 
Power reducing feature 
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The slope of the data points tends to drop under high irradiance regions.  The reduced slope of the 
data points in Figure 4.21 show inefficiency.  The reduced performance is caused by MPPT under 
high and stable irradiance and is a result of lengthy perturbation times.  Energy flow calculations 
resulted in a PV array efficiency of 13.1% and a CC efficiency of 97.2%.  This PV array efficiency is 
better than that of the OV algorithm which indicates that the assumption used by the OV algorithm 
that the MPP is always at a fixed percentage of VOC is not accurate.   
v. P&O under high and fluctuating irradiance conditions: 
Figure 4.22 shows the PV power, irradiance and CC power with the CC using the P&O algorithm.  
The 3 second data was averaged into 5 minute intervals. 
 
Figure 4.22  PV array power, irradiance and CC power during a partly cloudy day with the CC using 
the P&O algorithm. 
The PV array power and the CC power follow the trend of the irradiance with little deviation.  Figure 
4.23 below shows the PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance. 
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Figure 4.23  PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance under partly cloudy conditions and the CC 
used the P&O algorithm. 
 
The scattered data formed in the dotted region are power reducing features and is a result of MPPT 
losses.  During perturbation cycles fluctuations in irradiance cause MPP miss-calculations.  When the 
irradiance fluctuates during a perturbation cycle which may take 30 seconds to a minute, the MPP 
during the cycle may result from a fluctuation during the perturbation cycle and a MPP miss-
calculation occurs.  Efficiency calculations resulted in a PV array efficiency of 12.9% and a CC 
efficiency of 96.3%.  This PV array efficiency is better than PV array efficiency under similar 
conditions when the CC used the OV algorithm.  The slight drop in CC efficiency is expected as the 
CC operated in low power conditions for a fair part of the day. 
vi. P&O under low and fluctuating irradiance conditions: 
Figure 4.24 shows the PV power, irradiance and CC power with the CC using the P&O algorithm.  
The 3 second data was averaged into 5 minute intervals. 
Power reducing features 
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Figure 4.24  PV array power, irradiance and CC power during an overcast day with the CC using the 
P&O algorithm. 
The PV array power and CC power follow the trend of the irradiance with very little deviation 
present.  Figure 4.25 below shows the PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance for these conditions. 
 
Figure 4.25  PV array power per unit area vs. irradiance under overcast conditions and the CC used 
the P&O algorithm. 
Power reducing features 
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Scatter in the data points occurs for the same reason mentioned in section iv of this study.  Efficiency 
calculations resulted in a PV array efficiency of 13.2% and a CC efficiency of 95.4%.  This PV array 
efficiency is better than PV array efficiency under similar conditions when the CC used the OV 
algorithm. The outliers in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.25 are inefficiencies in the algorithm‟s procedure.  
During a perturbation cycle which last between 30 – 60 seconds several MPPs can be found.  
Irradiance and temperature fluctuations during such a cycle cause the inefficiency.  The increased 
efficiency in comparison with the previous measurements indicates that large irradiance fluctuations 
caused further MPPT losses.  The slight drop in CC efficiency is expected as the CC operated in the 
low power output region for a good part of the day. 
vii. Summary of the MPPT algorithms results 
Table 4.3 below lists the results of this experiment. 
Table 4.3  Summary of the results gathered during the testing of the MPPT algorithms. 
 ȠPV (%) ȠCC (%) 
OV (Sunny) 12.6±0.9 96.7±3.9 
OV (Partly Cloudy) 12.7±0.9 96.5±3.8 
OV (Cloudy) 13.1±0.9 92.1±3.7 
P&O (Sunny) 13.2±0.9 97.2±3.9 
P&O (Partly Cloudy) 12.9±0.9 96.3±3.8 
P&O (Cloudy) 13.2±0.9 95.8±3.8 
 
The P&O algorithm operates most efficiently under the test conditions with an average PV efficiency 
of 13.2%.  The OV algorithm has the best efficiency of 13.1% under cloudy conditions.  The worst 
case efficiency of the PV array is under the OV algorithm during high and stable irradiance conditions 
with efficiency of 12.6%.   
Although the P&O algorithm is the better algorithm, inefficiencies can be seen in Figure 4.21, Figure 
4.23 and Figure 4.25.  Examination of how the voltage perturbations influence the power output of the 
PV array helped to identify the inefficiencies.  Two types of sweeps are used in the P&O MPPT 
algorithm, the „knee‟ sweep and the „VOC‟ sweep.  Perturbation time was recorded and was found to 
take ~30s for the „knee‟ sweep and ~60s for the larger „VOC‟ sweep.  These lengthy perturbation times 
cause inefficient power conversion [3,6].  During these perturbations, partial I-V curves of the PV 
array are captured.  The partial I-Vs are shown below in Figure 4.26. 
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Figure 4.26  Partial IV‟s of the PV array captured during the perturbation cycles of the P&O 
algorithm. 
The MPP of the PV array is seen to lie within the „knee‟ of the I-V curve. The power is tracked to the 
left and the right of the MPP during the calculation of the new MPP during a perturbation cycle.  
From these VOC sweeps the partial I-V curve was compared with the I-V curve of PV array built from 
the individual IV curves of the PV modules in Figure 4.3.  During these perturbation cycles there is a 
definite loss in power as the PV array is not operated at its MPP for that period of time.  Figure 4.27 
shows how the PV power fluctuates during „knee‟ sweep under stable irradiance conditions. 
 
Figure 4.27  PV Array knee sweep, POA irradiance and Power generated by the PV array. 
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It is clearly seen that there are losses associated with finding the new MPP.  The PV power is seen to 
fluctuate by 150W during a „knee‟ sweep under high irradiance.  Figure 4.28 shows how the PV 
power fluctuates during „VOC‟ sweep under stable irradiance conditions. 
 
Figure 4.28  PV Array VOC sweep, POA irradiance and Power generated by the PV array. 
Large power fluctuations occur while a „VOC‟ sweep is been done on the PV array.  As this sweep 
only occurs every 1.5 hours the loss associated over long periods of time are insignificant.  Table 4.4 
lists the energy loss associated with MPPT of the P&O algorithm.  The losses listed are for a single 
perturbation cycle.  The MPPT energy is the energy accumulated during a perturbation cycle and the 
MPP energy is the energy which would have been accumulated at the MPP. 
Table 4.4  Energy cost of MPPT under high and low irradiance conditions for the P&O algorithm. 
 
MPPT Energy 
(kJ) 
MPP Energy 
(kJ) 
Irradiance 
(W/m
2
) 
Sweep Time 
(s) 
Sweep Type Loss (%) 
Low 
Irradiance 
11.3±0.2 13.0±0.3 430±21 30 VOC 13.2±0.9 
16.9±0.3 17.8±0.4 385±19 47 Knee 5.0±0.4 
High 
Irradiance 
31.1±0.6 36.4±0.7 1020±51 31 VOC 14.5±1.0 
59.5±1.2 64.9±1.3 1100±55 50 Knee 8.2±0.6 
 
The percentage loss was calculated using the following equation: 
    100%EEE%Loss 1MPPMPPTMPP 

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The losses associated with MPPT may also be visualised graphically in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 
above.  The algorithm operates the PV array at VOC for ~ 10s and during this time no power is 
generated and the loss is 100%. 
Although MPPT is necessary for maximum energy yield there are inefficiencies involved with MPPT.  
Lengthy perturbation times cause MPPT losses as seen in efficiency calculations.  Reducing the 
sweep time and increasing the processing speed at which the CC tracks the power during 
perturbations will increase the MPPT algorithm efficiency.  Another alternative is to develop an 
algorithm that is smart enough to identify when a perturbation is necessary for MPPT.  This may be 
achieved by identifying power fluctuations caused by fluctuations in irradiance and temperature 
which will affect the instantaneous power output of the PV array. 
 
4.1.8 Battery Storage Performance 
Twenty four 2V, 750 Ah, flooded, deep cycle lead acid batteries were connected in series to give a 
48V, 750 Ah battery bank.  These batteries are charged daily using PV generated energy and if the 
batteries fall below a State of Charge (SOC) of 40% the utility grid will be used to charge the batteries 
via the inverter.  During a clear sky/partly cloudy day, battery SOC and amp hour transfer behaviour 
can be seen in Figure 4.29 below. 
 
Figure 4.29  Battery capacity and SOC vs. time for a clear/party cloudy sky day with some cloud 
cover. 
1 1 1 1 1 
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The transfer of energy seen entering the batteries takes the form of the irradiance profile which was 
plotted in Figure 4.4.  The energy leaving the batteries results in a fairly linear drop in SOC.  Periodic 
increase in load during the course of the day is labelled as 1 and causes the SOC to drop further.  
During times where there is no available solar energy the SOC is seen to fall to around 75% which is 
above the pre-set value where the inverter would charge the batteries.  As the amount of PV generated 
energy becomes greater than the load demand, the SOC is seen to increase.  The electrical energy 
entering and leaving the batteries was calculated using the power generated by the CC which is 
related to the energy entering the batteries and the DC power consumed by the inverter which is 
related to the energy leaving the batteries.  The efficiency of converting electrical energy to chemical 
energy and back to electrical energy was then calculated to be 82.8±3.3%.  Typical lead acid batteries 
have ~90% efficiency [8] and often assumed to be 85%.  These batteries at the time of the 
measurement were ~4 years in use.  This is roughly a third of the life of a well maintained lead acid 
battery.  Battery capacity is reduced with age and is also dependent on the load current [8].  Reducing 
the capacity of the battery in the calculation will increase efficiency within typical lead acid battery 
efficiencies but because the current battery capacity is not known the nominal battery capacity was 
used for the calculation.    
4.1.9 Inverter Performance Characteristics 
The inverter used in this PV system is a VFX3048E Outback inverter [9].  This specific inverter has 
the capability of using the grid to charge the battery bank under user specified criteria and for this 
reason is well suited for this application.  A maximum DC/AC conversion efficiency of 93% and a 
charging efficiency of 87% are specified by the manufacturer [10].  Although this is the peak 
efficiency of the inverter, the output efficiency of the inverter is dependent on the power being 
supplied by the inverter. 
As stated above the inverter does not have constant conversion efficiency.  For this reason an 
experiment was performed on the inverter to determine the efficiency profile.  This was achieved by 
connecting a variac to a resistive load and varying the load through the power range of the inverter.  
During the experiment the battery voltage, DC load current, AC grid voltage and AC load current 
were logged.  Figure 4.30 shows the result of the experiment. 
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Figure 4.30  Efficiency vs. Output Power of the inverter. 
 
The peak efficiency was found to be 91.6±3.7% which is within rated efficiency stipulated by the 
manufacturer.  Slight differences may be due to the operating temperature of the inverter at the time 
of the experiment but the difference is insignificant.  The significance of the result is that the 
efficiency is dependent on the amount of power drawn by the inverter for the load.  The profile shows 
that the conversion efficiency starts off low and increases as the output power increases.  For the 
application in a PV system the maximum load is needed for the sizing calculation of the inverter.  The 
maximum load is much greater than the average loads of this inverter and therefor this inverter suffers 
massive conversion losses under normal operation.  
A power chart of the inverter during a day when grid electricity was supplied to the batteries and other 
equipment included several laptops, a microwave and a kettle is shown in Figure 4.31. 
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Figure 4.31  Inverter Power Curves during a typical day of operation. 
The three plots shown in the figure above show the DC and AC power provided to and from the 
batteries.  Grid power is used to supply energy to the batteries around 6AM and 8PM during which 
the DC load power goes negative because the flow of current is in the opposite direction and changed 
the polarity of the potential drop across the shunt resistor.  The load is also seen to increase during the 
course of the day due to more equipment being used at the research facility on that day.  The two 
peaks occurring during the day are due to the kettle and microwave used on the load circuit.  The 
average load for this system is observed to be around 500W.  Using the data obtained the conversion 
efficiency for this day was calculated to be 78.8±3.2%.  This efficiency calculated fits well with the 
efficiency profile seen in Figure 4.30.  
 
4.1.10 PV System Performance 
In the sections previous to this the PV and BOS components performance and efficiency was studied.  
This section serves as a summary of PV system performance and efficiency. 
Figure 4.1 showed a flow diagram of energy and loss mechanisms within the PV system.  The 
following table lists the efficiencies of the system components so that the system efficiency may be 
determined. 
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Table 4.5 Component efficiencies of the PV system. 
Component Efficiency (%) 
PV Array (STC efficiency) 15.1±0.8 
PV Array (P&O Operation) 13.0±0.9 
PV Array (OV Operation) 12.6±0.9 
Charge Controller 97.1±3.9 
Batteries 82.8±3.7 
Inverter 78.8±3.2 
BOS System 63.4±12.7 
 
The BOS system efficiency was calculated multiplying the efficiency of each BOS component which 
does not include the PV array efficiency (Equation 18 in Chapter 2).  The inverter and battery 
efficiency reduces the BOS efficiency significantly.  MPPT and soiling losses are observed to reduce 
the PV efficiency by ~2.5% while the losses associated with the inverter under the low operating point 
reduce the system efficiency by ~10%.  This loss was calculated using a peak efficiency of ~92% of 
the inverter. 
4.2 Grid Tie PV System Assessment 
PV system performance and efficiency has been monitored on a 3.2 kWp grid tie PV system.  The 
system was monitored using a combination of power and energy measurements captured by the 
system‟s inverter together with the irradiance, ambient temperature and BOM temperatures using a 
data logger.  Monthly energy yield, performance and efficiency were investigated. 
The grid tie PV system is comprised of 14 Solar World 230W poly-crystalline Si modules [11] and a 
SMA 3000-TL inverter [12].  The energy captured by the array is transferred directly to the Nelson 
Mandela Bay (NMB) grid.  A schematic of this system is shown in Chapter 2, section 2.4.6, 
Figure2.27. 
The assessment of this system covers the monthly performance, efficiency and energy yield prediction 
comparisons.  As the DC parameters are not measured, the individual PV array and DC/AC 
conversion performances will not be covered in this study.  The measured data includes the incoming 
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energy and outgoing energy of the system.  The data was captured and averaged over five minute 
intervals using a data logger and the systems inverter. 
4.2.1 PV Modules 
The 14 PV modules are mc-Si modules and each module has the specifications supplied by the 
manufacturer as indicated in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6 Performance parameters under standard test conditions [11]. 
Maximum Power PMAX 230 Wp 
Open Circuit Voltage VOC 36.9 V 
Maximum Power Point Voltage VMPP 29.8 V 
Short Circuit Current ISC 8.25 A 
Maximum Power Point Current IMPP 7.72 A 
 
4.2.2 Current Voltage Characterization 
I-V measurements were taken for all the individual modules using the I-V tracer mentioned 
previously.  The I-V tracer measures the current, voltage, irradiance and the back of module 
temperature.  Figure 4.32 shows the individual I-V curves measured for the fourteen modules before 
deployment. 
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Figure 4.32  I-V measurements of the SW 230 poly modules, corrections were done to 25
O
C and 
normalised to 1000 W/m
2
. 
The variations in the I-V curves of the modules resulted in different maximum power outputs.  These 
are listed in Table 4.7 below. 
Table 4.7  Maximum Power and efficiency of the 14 PV modules at STC. 
String 1 
Maximum Power 
(W) 
Efficiency 
(%) 
String 2 
Maximum Power 
(W) 
Efficiency 
(%) 
Module 1 208.5 13.1 Module 8 207.9 13.1 
Module 2 212.8 13.4 Module 9 210.4 13.2 
Module 3 211.7 13.3 Module 10 211.1 13.3 
Module 4 216.8 13.6 Module 11 211.7 13.3 
Module 5 219.6 13.8 Module 12 213.2 13.4 
Module 6 212.9 13.4 Module 13 221.7 13.9 
Module 7 224.5 14.1 Module 14 226.0 14.2 
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These IV measurements were normalized to 1000 W/m
2
 and corrected to 25
O
C.  The efficiency of the 
modules is seen to vary between 13% and 14%.  The expected output efficiency though was reduced 
by temperature effects, shading, soiling, DC/AC conversion losses and MPPT losses.  
Two module strings were assembled each with 7 modules connected in series.  The schematic 
diagram is shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.27.  Using the TRITEC I-V curve tracer both module strings 
were measured together with irradiance and temperature for the standardization of the measurements 
to STC.  The I-V and P-V measurements at STC are shown in Figure 4.33.  
 
Figure 4.33.  I-V curve of the 3.2 kWp m-Si PV array 
4.2.3 Monthly PV System Performance 
The performance of this PV array was reduced by shading that was caused by buildings, a solar 
geyser and a 2 axis tracker.  The PV array under study is shaded during early hours of the morning by 
2 buildings located approximately 75m to the east and south east of the Outdoor Research Facility 
(ORF).  Directly in front of the array is a solar water heating system and to the north west of the array 
is a 2 axis solar tracker.  These objects shade the PV array during the day and add to the losses 
suffered by the PV system.  The amount of shading from these structures increases from month to 
month as the sun approaches the winter solstice. 
Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35 show the POA irradiance and the output power profiles of the PV system 
corrected to 25°C on the 1
st
 of April 2012 and on the 26
th
 of June.  From these two figures the effect 
of shading and MPPT on the output power is observed. 
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Figure 4.34.  System Power and POA irradiance profile on the 1
st
 April. 
 
Figure 4.35.  System Power and POA irradiance profile on the 26
th
 June. 
The highlighted regions in Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35 represent losses associated with the PV 
system.  An image of the shading pattern on the array on the 26
th
 of June is shown in Figure 4.36.  The 
power produced by the system in Figure 4.34 follows the trend of the irradiance fairly well.  Early 
morning losses observed are caused by shading from surrounding buildings.  A maximum of 7% of 
the power produced at noon is lost to MPPT and DC/AC losses.  4.5% of the loss is contributed by 
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DC/AC losses. 1.0% by MPPT losses observed as the small power fluctuations seen in both figures 
around noon and the remaining 1.5% from wiring losses and capture losses.  Similar features caused 
by MPPT losses are seen in Figure 4.20.  In Figure 4.35, larger deviations observed in the power 
produced at noon in comparison to the irradiance profile are caused by shading features.  
Approximately 230W of the power lost is because of shading.  As the Earth pivots around its polar 
axis the suns positions observed in the sky shifts vertically.  When the sun approaches the winter 
solstice labelled in Chapter 2, Figure 2.1 the duration of sun hours reaches a minimum.  The sun also 
reaches its lowest vertical position in the sky causing objects in front of the array to cause maximum 
shading and further increase the shading losses.  The extent to which the shading caused losses can be 
observed in Figure 4.35 from around noon till sunset.   
Figure 4.36 shows the shadow been cast onto the array during later hours of the afternoon.  
 
Figure 4.36  Shading caused by the 2 axis tracker and the solar geyser (~3pm on 26
th
 June). 
I-V measurements were taken with the TRITEC curve tracer during solar noon on the 12
th
 of June 
2012.  The solar water heating system shades the bottom module string of the array at this time and 
the effect which it had on the I-V measurements was captured.  The structure was then removed to 
remove the shading and another I-V measurement was taken for comparison.  The I-V measurements 
were normalized to 1000W/m
2
 and corrected to 25°C. 
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Figure 4.37  Three I-V and P-V curves of the two module strings showing the effects of shading on 
the bottom module string. 
The current reducing features exhibited in the I-V and P-V curves are a result of the shading shown in 
Figure 4.38.  Shaded cell strings in the modules are bypassed with a bypass diode and form 3 maxima 
observed in Figure 4.39.  The number of maxima formed depends on the number of cell strings 
shaded because each string is protected with a bypass diode.  Power is not produced by the shaded 
strings reducing the PV arrays performance.  These bypass diodes protect the modules from forming 
hot spots and ensure that no thermal damage occurs.   
Table 4.1 lists the power at the maximum power point for the two strings and how it is reduced by 
shading obtained from the data gathered.   
 
Table 4.8  Maximum Power for the two strings of the PV array. 
String VMPP (V) PMPP (W) 
Bottom Unshaded 199.7 1509.7 
Bottom Shaded 170.6 1300 
Top Unshaded 201.9 1524.8 
Difference 29.1 209.7 
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The change in MPP arises because of the number of cells that contribute current at the unshaded MPP 
is reduced.  The amount of shading which affected the I-V characteristics of the PV array in Figure 
4.37 is shown in Figure 4.38. 
 
Figure 4.38  Shading pattern of the PV during solar noon on the 12
th
 of June 2012. 
PMMP is reduced by ~ 210 W when shaded and this is a 7% drop in performance at this time.   
Table 4.8 also shows the displacement off VMPP during shading.  This is significant as some systems 
may use an OV algorithm and will fail as the %VOC is shifted from its maximum position when 
shaded.  MPPT used by this inverter does not track the MPP of each string.  As VMPP of the bottom 
string differs from the top string there are losses associated with the MPPT for this array.  Some 
inverters with multiple input strings have MPPT for each string which will increase the energy yield 
for PV arrays which have permanent shading which cannot be prevented. 
The shading losses are a consequence of direct radiation.  When the sky is overcast the radiation 
received by the array is from mainly the diffuse component of radiation.  Figure 4.39 show the POA 
irradiance and the output power profile of the PV system corrected to 25°C on the 6
th
 of April 2012. 
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Figure 4.39.  System Power and POA irradiance profile on the 6
th
 July. 
The trend of the output power is similar to that of the irradiance profile.  The slight deviations occur 
because of fluctuations in irradiance.  These fluctuations occur as a result of density changes in the 
cloud cover.  When there is little to no direct radiation the system losses are reduced because the 
shading loss is a minimum. 
Soiling is another environmental effect on PV arrays which lowers the output performance of this 
system.  The effect of soiling on the I-V characteristics was shown and described for the previous 
system and has the same outcome on this systems PV array.  Both PV arrays were regularly cleaned to 
prevent soiling losses. 
The output performance of the system is studied from month to month.  Data from the system and the 
data logger have been monitored extensively since the end of March 2012.  The monitored power of 
the array was corrected for temperature to eliminate the influence of the temperature effects on the PV 
array performance.  Figure 4.40 shows the system power as a function of POA Irradiance for March 
2012. 
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Figure 4.40  System power per unit area vs. POA irradiance for the later part of March 2012. 
The “tail” at approximately 1000 W/m2 indicates a losses under high irradiance.  This loss of ~7% is 
caused by MPPT losses and DC/AC conversion losses.  This performance reducing feature is also 
seen in Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35.  Shading on the PV array during March is not as predominant as 
during the following months as the structure directly in front of the array was lower to the ground and 
the sun was not near the winter solstice.  The slope of trend line through the data indicates the 
efficiency of the system during this month.  Figure 4.41 shows the system power as a function of POA 
Irradiance for April.  The solar water heater in front of the array was modified made taller.  Effects of 
shading from this structure are clearly seen in the plot below. 
 
Figure 4.41  System power per unit area vs. POA irradiance for April 2012.   
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The slope of the trend line through the data again indicates the efficiency of the system.  Shading on 
the PV array reduced output power and is clearly seen in the „belly‟ which is formation of scattered 
data points between 200 W/m
2
 and 600 W/m
2
 on the x-axis.  As temperature has been eliminated by 
corrections the drop in efficiency may be attributed to this shading feature.  Figure 4.42 shows the 
system power as a function of POA Irradiance for May.   
 
Figure 4.42  System power per unit area vs. POA irradiance for May 2012. 
The power reducing feature seen during this month is larger and measurements show further reduction 
in the power produced by the system during May.  As the sun approaches the winter solstice, objects 
directly in front of the array cause increased shading.  As more cells are shaded more strings in the 
modules are removed via the bypass diodes, thus reducing the power produced.  These features are 
expected to become more predominant as winter approaches its peak.  The opposite is expected to be 
true when the sun moves towards the summer solstice. 
Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.44 show the system power as a function of POA Irradiance for June and 
July. 
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Figure 4.43  System power per unit area vs. POA irradiance for June 2012. 
As expected, increased shading during the peak of winter has caused further losses.  This is observed 
by the drop in efficiency.  System efficiency during June was measured to be the worst during this 
study.   
 
Figure 4.44  System power per unit area vs. POA irradiance for July 2012. 
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During the month of July the shading effect became less predominant as the sun begins to shift higher 
in the sky because it starts moving towards the summer solstice.  This seen by the increase in 
efficiency of the system and a reduction in the „belly‟ formed in the plot above. 
The following plot of system power as a function of POA Irradiance is for August 2012.   
 
Figure 4.45  System power per unit area vs. POA irradiance for August 2012. 
The efficiency of the PV system was found to have increased during August compared with July.  
This was expected as the shading on the PV array had become significantly less.  Furthermore as 
summer approaches not only will the energy yield increase but the efficiency shall increase as well 
because the shading losses will reach a minimum. System efficiency was measured to decrease as 
winter reached its peak then increase as spring approached.  Temperature corrections were done to 
eliminate temperature deviations with respect to power measurements.  Shading was the main 
contributing factor for the reduction in system efficiency.  Table 4.9 lists the monthly energy yields, 
reference yields and efficiency measured. 
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Table 4.9.  Energy yield, Reference yield and the Efficiency of the grid tie PV system. 
Month 
Energy Yield 
(kWh) 
Reference 
Yield (kWh) 
Efficiency 
March 474.3 378.4 12.28 
April 445.4 3717.6 12.13 
May 383.3 3008.8 11.75 
June 320.9 2105.2 11.31 
July 347.2 2452.6 11.63 
August 450.9 2532.4 12.37 
 
A total of 2.42 MWh (~14 kWh daily) of energy was produced by the grid tie system during this 6 
month period of which approximately 450 kWh was supplied to the grid.  The difference in energy 
was consumed by the ORF.   
The energy yield during the winter months was far less than expected because of the shading feature 
which reduced the efficiency of the PV array.  The efficiencies were calculated using [13]: 
%100×=
R
F
Y
Y
η  
Where YF is the monthly energy yield and YR is the monthly reference yield.  
Figure 4.46 shows the monthly specific yield for the duration of the study. 
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Figure 4.46  Monthly specific energy yield during 2012. 
Figure 4.47 shows the efficiency of the system as a function of the output power during a clear day in 
March 2012.  The power data in Figure 4.47 was corrected to 25°C.  The insert in the figure is the 
efficiency as a function of the output power of the inverter [12]. 
 
Figure 4.47  Efficiency profile of the PV system during a clear day in March 2012(Indented in this 
figure is the efficiency profile of the SMA 3000 TL at 200V [12]). 
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The trend is similar to that of a typical inverter efficiency profile and the efficiency profile of Si PV 
modules (See the inset).  As the system efficiency is a product of the individual efficiencies one 
expects the efficiency profile to make a similar trend.  Inefficiencies in the lower output power region 
of the system may therefore be attributed to inefficiencies of the inverter.  These trends were also 
observed by S.M. Pietruszko & M. Gradzki [14].  Inefficiency decrease observed at the max output 
power of the inverter is mainly caused by DC/AC losses of the inverter and MPPT losses on the PV 
array during solar noon.  This is also seen in the power reduction in Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35 
during noon.   
4.2.4 Energy Calculation and Simulation Comparison 
In Chapter 2, Section 2.4 an energy estimation was calculated referring to the literature review and a 
simulation using PV Calculator.  Meteonorm was used for radiation, precipitation and ambient 
temperature data.  Module operating temperature was calculated using equation 24 in Chapter 2.  The 
temperature losses associated with this calculation were implemented into the estimation.  MPPT and 
DC/AC losses were taken from the information supplied with the inverter [12].   The wiring loss was 
assumed to contribute a loss of 2% and the soiling loss was assumed to have a linear trend with the 
amount of precipitation for that month.  The losses are shown in Figure 2.28 in Chapter 2.  The 
estimated yields and the measured yield comparisons are shown in Figure 4.48. 
 
Figure 4.48  Energy yield comparisons of the 3.2 kWp grid tie system. 
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The estimation fits well with the measured energy.  The 3.2 kWp system produced 1701 kWh/kWp 
and the prediction was 1738 kWh/kWp, this relates to a 2.2% difference.  The difference in energy 
from May to July was caused by shading on the PV array.  The model did not account for the energy 
losses caused by the shading.  The low energy yield in October was a result of many days with heavy 
cloud cover, there was a ~ 20 kWh/m
2
 difference in radiation energy measured compared to the 
average monthly radiation energy used from Meteonorm.  Excluding the loss caused by shading and 
the unusual weather pattern in October the model is seen to fit fairly well with the measured energy 
output of the PV system.   
4.3 Summary 
For the grid assisted system the study showed that the P&O algorithm yields a better MPPT 
conversion efficiency.  Although the P&O algorithm yielded better efficiency, observable losses 
occurred during the perturbation cycles used to find the MPPs.  A study was done on the two sweep 
types used by the CCs P&O algorithm which confirmed the MPPT losses under high and stable 
irradiance.  During absorb charging and float charging the observed PV array performance was 
reduced.   DC/DC conversion in this system has high efficiency of 97% and the study found that the 
DC/AC conversion efficiency of 78% is lower than specified efficiency of 92% due to the low power 
output required by the load which forces the inverter to operate much lower than the designed output.  
The battery efficiency was observed to fall slightly below the rated efficiency of ~85%.  The BOS 
efficiency was measured to be ~ 63% and the PV conversion efficiency approximately 13% 
disregarding temperature effects.  Temperature losses were removed in the calculations by correcting 
the power for temperature using the temperature coefficients supplied.  A soiling loss was measured 
in an extreme case to be 9% and subsequently the PV arrays were cleaned more often to prevent this 
loss. 
The grid tie system showed that substantial losses occur because of shading.  In the study the amount 
of shading reached a maximum as the sun reached the winter solstice.  The loss involved with shading 
is more predominant with clear skies as shading is caused by direct radiation component.  An 
estimation of the yield showed that using the environmental data and system specifications can be 
useful when predicting the yield.   Furthermore the yield of the system depends greatly on the 
available solar resource.  This was observed on a month to month basis as the solar resource 
fluctuated. 
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Chapter 5  
Summary and Conclusions 
A 3.2 kWp grid tie photovoltaic (PV) system was assembled and an existing 1.6 kWp grid assisted PV 
system was used to perform PV system monitoring and testing.  A data logger and the grid tie inverter 
which logged 5 minute average system power, energy yield, irradiance and temperature data was used to 
monitor the 3.2 kWp system and a data acquisition system was built for the 1.6 kWp system.  The 
custom-built data acquisition system measured irradiance, temperatures, currents and voltages at  3 
second intervals for general monitoring and 1 second intervals for the MPPT experiments.  A separate 
programme was written to average the data into 5 minute intervals.  The 3 second data sets were used to 
identify Balance of System (BOS) component inefficiency and the larger time scale general analyses of 
the 1.6kWp system were done using the 5 minute averaged data sets.   
PV module, BOS components and system characterization was performed on the 1.6kWp PV system.  
Analysis on the performance of the PV modules, BOS components and system was performed and further 
analysis on the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms and charging routines was performed.  
From the performance and the characterization of the system the losses were identified and their effects 
were quantified.  The losses which were identified were soiling, MPPT, DC/DC, wiring, electrochemical 
and DC/AC losses.  Lengthy periods without rainfall and no cleaning on the 1.6 kWp PV array resulted in 
a soiling loss of 9% in peak power.  Two MPPT algorithms used by the charge controller were identified.  
They are the open voltage (OV) algorithm and the perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm.  Two 
perturbation cycles were identified for the P&O algorithm, viz. a VOC sweep and a knee sweep.  The VOC 
sweep is used to find maximum power points (MPPs) by perturbing the voltage of the array over a large 
range of the Current-Voltage(I-V) characteristic curve and to measure the open circuit voltage which  is 
performed every 1.5 hours.  The knee sweep is used to track the MPP by perturbing the voltage over a 
short range of the I-V characteristic curve which is performed every 3 minutes.  Both perturbation cycles 
were measured to take 30 – 60 seconds to complete.  The OV algorithm assumes the MPP as a fixed 
percentage of the open circuit voltage.  From literature on Silicon (Si) modules the MPP is found on 
average around 77% of the open circuit voltage.  The charge controller measures the open circuit voltage 
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every 3 minutes to track the MPP.  Performance measurements on the MPPT algorithms were done under 
high and stable irradiance, high and fluctuating irradiance and low and fluctuating irradiance.  From the 
analysis the P&O algorithm showed a better efficiency.  The OV algorithm failed because the assumption 
that Vmpp is always a fixed percentage of VOC is not true.  The loss is, however, not significant compared 
with the P&O algorithm losses.  The P&O algorithm showed better efficiency but performance reducing 
features were identified in all the testing conditions.  Lengthy perturbation time and large voltage 
perturbation induced losses under high and stable irradiance.  Lengthy perturbation time under fluctuating 
irradiance induced MPP miscalculations.  DC/DC losses were measured to vary from low to high power 
output.  A 97% DC/DC conversion efficiency was measured at 20% of the output power and maintained 
until the maximum output power was measured of the charge controller.  Under low irradiance the 
DC/DC losses were measured to be larger in comparison with high irradiance.  This is due to the 
exponential drop in DC/DC conversion efficiency below 20% of the output power.  The battery efficiency 
was measured to be 83% and no further study was done on the dynamics of the battery efficiency.  
DC/AC losses were measured to vary from low to high power output.  Maximum inverter efficiency was 
measured to be 92%.  The efficiency was measured to be 78% at the average output power.  The output 
power is below 20% of the output capacity of the inverter and is the reason why the system suffers large 
DC/AC losses.  The BOS efficiency was measured to be 65% and the main contributor to this low 
efficiency is the DC/AC loss. 
PV module and system characterization was performed on the 3.2kWp grid tie system.  Analysis on the 
performance of the PV modules and system was performed.  Further analysis on the shading which 
reduced the performance of the system was performed.  The performance analysis showed that the system 
is more efficient (12-13%) under high output power (1000W – 3000W).  Below an output power of 
1000W the system losses grow exponentially.  This is because of the exponential DC/AC efficiency loss 
under low power operation.  System performance was observed to vary from month to month as the 
shading increased on the array.  The shading loss predominantly occurred under clear skies.  This is 
because the shading was formed as a consequence direct radiation.  Under cloudy skies large amounts of 
diffuse radiation do not project a shadow onto the array.  A comparison of the measured energy yield was 
done with an estimation using the literature review and PV Calculator.  Hourly global radiation data from 
Meteonorm was used to estimate the monthly energy production of the PV system at STC without any 
losses.  The literature review also included a temperature model using the nominal cell operating 
temperature (NCOT), irradiance and ambient temperature.  This was used to predict the temperature 
losses.  The DC/AC and MPPT loss information supplied by the manufacturer of the inverter was used to 
predict the associated losses.  Precipitation data from Meteonorm was used to estimate the monthly 
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soiling loss and the wiring loss was assumed to be 2%.  During the months which the PV array was not 
subjected to large amounts of shading the estimation is seen to fit well with measured yield.  Estimations 
on the yield of PV systems embedded in the electricity grid will become important as to maintain a 
balance from all the generators to meet the load requirements of the grid. 
Future work on the effects of tracking the sun on the performance of BOS system devices should be done.  
Whether it is a DC/DC converter or a DC/AC converter coupled to the PV, the efficiency of the converter 
is determined by the power at which the converter is operating at.  From the DC/DC and DC/AC 
conversion efficiency results an investigation on solar tracking should show an improvement in energy 
yield.   Further research into optimizing inverter configurations using multiple inverters for variable loads 
may increase system efficiency.  The load of the grid assisted system varied from an average of ~300W to 
3000W which had a critical influence on the DC/AC efficiency.  Improvements can be made on the 
efficiency of MPPT algorithms.  The P&O algorithm showed inefficiency and the root of the inefficiency 
was lengthy perturbation time.  Furthermore the algorithm assumed the MPP as a fixed voltage in-
between perturbation cycles.  Continuously oscillating the voltage of a PV array around its MPP using a 
very small perturbation may reduce the losses associated with MPPT.  During the oscillations, power 
measurements and feedback controls may be implemented to control the amplitude and frequency of the 
oscillations.  Developing and optimizing such a routine may result in an efficient MPPT algorithm.   
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Appendix A: (Research Outputs) 
The research outputs included three conference presentations, one conference paper, and a research visit 
to Makarere University in Kampala, Uganda.   
Conference presentations: 
1. WJ Alistoun, FJ Vorster, EE van Dyk 
"MONITORING A GRID-ASSIST PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM" 
56
th
 Annual South African Institute of Physics (SAIP) Conference, UNISA, South Africa (July 
2011). 
2. WJ Alistoun, FJ Vorster, EE van Dyk, W Okullo 
"MONITORING THE PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY OF A KW-SCALE GRID 
INTEGRATED PV SYSTEM" 
1
st
 Southern African Solar Energy Conference (SASEC), Stellenbosch, South Africa (May 2012) 
3. WJ Alistoun, FJ Vorster, EE van Dyk, W Okullo 
"AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE OPERATIONAL MODES USED IN A CHARGE 
CONTROLLER IN A GRID INTEGRATED PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM WITH BATTERY 
STORAGE" 
57
th
 Annual South African Institute of Physics (SAIP) Conference, University of Pretoria, South 
Africa (July 2012). 
Conference proceedings: 
1. WJ Alistoun, FJ Vorster, EE van Dyk, W Okullo 
"MONITORING THE PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY OF A KW-SCALE GRID 
INTEGRATED PV SYSTEM" 
Proceedings of the 1
st
 Southern African Solar Energy Conference (SASEC), Stellenbosch, South Africa  
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Appendix B: (PV Module Characteristics) 
The performance characteristics are shown below: 
   SW 175 SW 230 
Maximum Power Pmax 175 Wp 230 Wp 
Open Circuit Voltage Voc 44.4 V 36.9 V 
Maximum Power Point Voltage Vmpp 35.8 V 29.8 V 
Short Circuit Current Isc 5.3 A 8.25 A 
Maximum Power Point Current Impp 4.89 A 7.72 A 
 
The thermal characteristics are shown below: 
 SW 175 SW 230 
NOCT 46 
O
C 46 
O
C 
TC Isc 0.036 %/K 0.034 %/K 
TC Voc -0.33 %/K -0.34 %/K 
 
The module technology is shown below: 
 SW 175 SW 230 
Cell Technology Crystalline Silicon Polycrystalline Silicon 
Cell Dimensions 125 x 125 mm
2 
156 x 156 mm
2
 
Number of Cells 72 60 
Number of Strings 2 3 
Number of Bypass Diodes 2 2 
 
 
